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INTRODUCTION TO THIS PACKET
By: Dr. Thomas W. Kendall

Contact: KendallKemmerlin@gmail.com
To the Honorable Members of the South Carolina General Assembly:
As a South Carolina physician for 36 years, I have seen the federal government’s intrusion into the practice of medicine.
The events of the last two years – with the passage of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) and the
Supreme Court’s judicial conclusions – have served to undermine and usurp the liberties necessary for the practice of
private medicine. The ramifications of this clearly-unconstitutional legislation will result in such administrative
confusion that physicians will either leave medicine altogether, or will become part of the government/insurance/hospital
cartel.
The loss of freedom that will result if the ACA regulations remain in force will change the confidence that patients once
had in their physicians to skepticism regarding their own safety. The patient/physician relationship is the key element in
high-quality and cost effective care. Federal regulations associated with this assault on our personal liberties are major
impediments to maintaining this high quality and to keeping costs down.
For these aforementioned reasons, and many other influences that will impact the future of medicine, I recommend and
encourage your sponsorship for Rep. Chumley’s proposed nullification bill. This will serve to prevent the destructive
forces of Washington’s ever-growing over families, physicians, businesses and churches in South Carolina.
Our state should take leadership on this issue in the nation at this critical time.
Note that there are a plethora of reasons to reject this pair of federal laws known as “Obamacare.” The information in
this packet provides many of them, from a diverse series of authors, each providing their piece(s) of the bigger puzzle.
Please take time to review it on behalf of those affected –that would be YOUR constituency.
Respectfully,
Thomas W. Kendall, Sr., MD
President-Elect, AAPS
(Association of American Physicians and Surgeons)

LEGAL & FAIR USE NOTICES
Information contained in this packet is reproduced according to best practices of "fair use" copyright law and
policy. The respective individual works have been reproduced, in their entirety, along with the name of the author, and
are provided specifically for the purpose of education and more specifically for state legislator review and consideration
pertaining to the implementation (or lack thereof) of Public Law 111-148, found in 124 United States Statutes at Large
119 (better known perhaps satirically as the "Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act") and its companion legislation
P.L. 111-152, also known as the "Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010," found at 124 United States
Statutes at Large, 1029.
In all cases, the original works of the authors were available freely on the World Wide Web (Internet), AND the
source/location of the writings are clearly published herein along with the work.
This document is merely an assembly of some of those collective works, to provide state legislators with a single
source document that will help them understand the complex legal and civil rights issues involved in the implementation
of “Obamacare.”
The author's name (if given), the original publication wherein the writing/web site and related information is
attached.
Permission has been positively obtained from some of the authors contained herein, and some were contributed
directly by the authors in response to a request for information to include.
There is no commercial use or profit involved in the distribution of this material, being made freely available to
state legislators and other interested parties in two formats: print, and a PDF (printable) electronic file..
There is no intention to adversely effect the potential market for or value of any of these copyrighted works. To
the contrary, by making these works available in these formats, we acknowledge and esteem those who have done the
research on the subjects surrounding the implementation of Obamacare, and herein direct legislators and others back to
the source for more information, if needed.
The inclusion of the model resolution in this packet is not to be taken or construed that the organizations listed
herein, and/or the authors of writings assembled herein, endorse that proposal. Rather, that model is a collaborative effort
of people who together collected the sum-total of reasons for opposition to Obamacare, and assembled them into a single
item that could potentially be used to block the implementation of the Obamacare at the individual state level. Nothing
suggests or implies that it is "ready" as presented for any state, and legislators should have the bill drafting staff of your
state review it for legal form and sufficiency, modify it as your members see fit, and by all means strengthen it further if
you are able.

EDITOR’S REMARKS
I was called on by several allies from previous political activities to assemble a booklet containing information
relating to both the dangers of “Obamacare” – and the proper state mechanism to address these problems. In doing so, I
put out a request for input, and received far more information than we were able to include on-time within this short
booklet. As the editor, I read over all the submissions suggested, and selected some of the most on-point, legally-precise,
and informative, for inclusion. This booklet represents the collection of materials chosen to make the arguments against
this pair of federal laws.
In this politically-correct, and watered-down atmosphere, where most state legislators are terrified of standing up
to Washington, I am pleased (again) to report seeing many signs of life within at least some of those elected to serve the
people. If this information can have any effect on that effort, it will have been worth the time taken – by all involved – to
write, compile, format, and develop these materials.
It hasn’t been prepared by professional copy editors, lobbyists, or lawyers. This material is brought to you by the
people themselves. Therefore, we appreciate it if you will be kind in your criticisms of how the material is presented, and
simply pay attention to the message – not the messengers. Also note that while prepared primarily for use by activists in
South Carolina, the materials (including the model legislation) could be used in virtually any state of the Union, with
perhaps only minor modifications. It may be used anywhere, as far as I am concerned, so long as FULL CREDIT is given
to ALL authors whose materials have been included herein.
Respectfully,

Aaron Bolinger, Editor
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Model Legislation
(Exhibit “A”)
(Drafted by Aaron Bolinger, principally for South Carolina. See the brief by this author for specific strategies in using this item.)

JOINT, BINDING RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, the Constitution for the United States of America was created by the States in Convention to grant
only limited, common functions to the general government, and deliberately failed in those limits to grant any
power over "health care" or "insurance" to this general government via Article I, Section 8, Clauses 1-17 of the
said Constitution; and
WHEREAS, the United States Senate was created in Article I of the said Constitution to give voice to our States
in the federal legislature when powers of the general government are being exercised; AND
WHEREAS, in the immediate situation facing this, and our Sister States, it is obvious that the Congress
Assembled has exceeded its Constitutional limits in passing an item of legislation known as Public Law
111-148, 124 United States Statutes at Large 119, or perhaps satirically as "Obamacare" or the "Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act," and its companion legislation P.L. 111-152, also known as the "Health
Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010," found at 124 United States Statutes at Large, 1029; AND
WHEREAS, neither public sentiment nor the will of the General Assembly of this State favors either the excess
of federal authority exemplified in this health care legislation, nor can we, as an Assembly of our people, find
any vestige of either "necessity" or "propriety" under Article I, Section 8, Clause 18 for passage of this purported
law by the Congress Assembled.
BE IT THEREFORE JOINTLY RESOLVED by the Senate and House of the South Carolina General Assembly
THAT;
The two United States Senators from this State, the Honorable Tim Scott, and the Honorable Lindsay Graham,
be and are hereby directed by this Assembly to, within 30 days of the passage of this Resolution, introduce
and/or co-sponsor legislation to REPEAL Public Law 111-148, found at 124 Stat. 119, and all its interconnected
components, immediately; AND
THAT The two United States Senators from this State, the Honorable Tim Scott, and the Honorable Lindsay
Graham, be and are hereby directed by this Assembly to, within 30 days of the passage of this Resolution,
introduce and/or co-sponsor legislation to REPEAL the companion amendments to P.L. 111-148, known as the
"Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010," and found as Public Law 111-152 at 124 Stat. 1029;
AND
THAT this Resolution be considered a BINDING act upon the two United States Senators duly elected to
represent the State of South Carolina, by the will and duly constituted powers of her General Assembly; AND
THAT any failure on the part of the two United States Senators of this State to appropriately act according to
this specific performance demand shall constitute nonfeasance of their Constitutional duty and oath of office,
and subject them to sanctions as the General Assembly of this State shall deem appropriate; AND
THAT a copy of this Resolution be forwarded immediately to the two United States Senators representing South
Carolina in the federal legislature, and to the general newspapers and media of this State, with an admonition to
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the general public that they contact their members of the federal legislature in the United States House of
Representatives, and similarly demand upon them to introduce and/or cosponsor corrective legislation
pertaining to these extra-constitutional Acts of the Congress Assembled.

Model Legislation
(Exhibit “B”)
SOUTH CAROLINA FREEDOM OF HEALTH CARE PROTECTION ACT
(Introduced by SC Rep. William Chumley using a model from the 10th Amendment Center web site. A closely-worded semblance of
this bill is now pending in the 2013 SC General Assembly as H. 3101, as modified by the state bill drafting office.)

An Act to render null and void certain unconstitutional laws enacted by the Congress of the United
States taking control over the health insurance industry and mandating that individuals purchase health
insurance under threat of penalty.
SECTION 1. The legislature of the State of South Carolina finds that:
1. The People of the several states comprising the United States of America created the federal government to
be their agent for certain enumerated purposes, and nothing more.
2. The Tenth Amendment to the United States Constitution defines the total scope of federal power as being
that which has been delegated by the people of the several states to the federal government, and all power not
delegated to the federal government in the Constitution of the United States is reserved to the states respectively,
or to the people themselves.
3. Article I, Section 1 of the United States Constitution provides in pertinent part that "All legislative powers
herein granted shall be vested in a Congress of the United States."
4. The judicial decision of the United States Supreme Court upholding the constitutionality of the "Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act" directly contravenes Article I, Section 1 of the United States Constitution
because, in upholding the law by re-characterizing the Act as a tax even though Congress specifically refused to
identify it as a tax, the United States Supreme Court legislated new law in violation of Article I, Section 1 of the
United States Constitution.
5. The assumption of power that the federal government has made by enacting the "Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act" (Public Law 111-148, 124 United States Statutes at Large 119), and as amended by the
"Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010" (P.L. 111-152, found at 124 United States Statutes at
Large, 1029) interferes with the right of the People of the State of South Carolina to regulate health care as they
see fit, and makes a mockery of James Madison's assurance in Federalist #45 that the "powers delegated" to the
Federal Government are "few and defined", while those of the States are "numerous and indefinite."
SECTION 2. NEW LAW
A new section of law to be codified in the South Carolina Statutes as Section ____ Title _____, unless there is
created a duplication in numbering, reads as follows:
A. The Legislature of the State of South Carolina declares that the neither the federal law known as the "Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act," signed by President Barack Obama on March 23, 2010, nor the
Amendments of the "Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010" are authorized by the Constitution
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of the United States and violates its true meaning and intent as given by the Founders and Ratifiers, and is
hereby declared to be invalid in this state, shall not be recognized by this state, is specifically rejected by this
state, and shall be considered null and void and of no effect in this state.
B. It shall be the duty of the legislature of this State to adopt and enact any and all measures as may be
necessary to prevent the enforcement of the "Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act" and the amendments
of the "Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010" within the limits of this State, whether such
attempts of enforcement are physically conducted within this state, or by way of enforcement through the mails
or other means.
C. Any official, agent, or employee of the United States government or any employee of a corporation
providing services to the United States government that enforces or attempts to enforce an act, order, law,
statute, rule or regulation of the government of the United States in violation of this act shall be guilty of a
felony and upon conviction must be punished by a fine not exceeding five thousand dollars ($5,000.00), or a
term of imprisonment not exceeding five (5) years, or both.
D. Any public officer or employee of the State of South Carolina that enforces or attempts to enforce an act,
order, law, statute, rule or regulation of the government of the United States in violation of this act shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by imprisonment in the county jail not exceeding two (2) years or by a fine
not exceeding One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) or both such fine and imprisonment.
E. Any aggrieved party shall also have a private action against any person violating the provisions of
subsections (C) or (D) and shall be entitled to the recovery of reasonable attorney fees incurred in prosecution of
said action. .
SECTION 3. This act takes effect upon approval by the Governor.

Reference Legislation: Virginia Resolution of 1798
Source: http://www.constitution.org/cons/virg1798.htm

RESOLVED, That the General Assembly of Virginia, doth unequivocably express a firm resolution to
maintain and defend the Constitution of the United States, and the Constitution of this State, against every
aggression either foreign or domestic, and that they will support the government of the United States in all
measures warranted by the former.
That this assembly most solemnly declares a warm attachment to the Union of the States, to maintain
which it pledges all its powers; and that for this end, it is their duty to watch over and oppose every infraction of
those principles which constitute the only basis of that Union, because a faithful observance of them, can alone
secure it's existence and the public happiness.
That this Assembly doth explicitly and peremptorily declare, that it views the powers of the federal
government, as resulting from the compact, to which the states are parties; as limited by the plain sense and
intention of the instrument constituting the compact; as no further valid that they are authorized by the grants
enumerated in that compact; and that in case of a deliberate, palpable, and dangerous exercise of other powers,
not granted by the said compact, the states who are parties thereto, have the right, and are in duty bound, to
interpose for arresting the progress of the evil, and for maintaining within their respective limits, the authorities,
rights and liberties appertaining to them.
That the General Assembly doth also express its deep regret, that a spirit has in sundry instances, been
manifested by the federal government, to enlarge its powers by forced constructions of the constitutional charter
which defines them; and that implications have appeared of a design to expound certain general phrases (which
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having been copied from the very limited grant of power, in the former articles of confederation were the less
liable to be misconstrued) so as to destroy the meaning and effect, of the particular enumeration which
necessarily explains and limits the general phrases; and so as to consolidate the states by degrees, into one
sovereignty, the obvious tendency and inevitable consequence of which would be, to transform the present
republican system of the United States, into an absolute, or at best a mixed monarchy.
That the General Assembly doth particularly protest against the palpable and alarming infractions of the
Constitution, in the two late cases of the "Alien and Sedition Acts" passed at the last session of Congress; the
first of which exercises a power no where delegated to the federal government, and which by uniting legislative
and judicial powers to those of executive, subverts the general principles of free government; as well as the
particular organization, and positive provisions of the federal constitution; and the other of which acts, exercises
in like manner, a power not delegated by the constitution, but on the contrary, expressly and positively forbidden
by one of the amendments thereto; a power, which more than any other, ought to produce universal alarm,
because it is levelled against that right of freely examining public characters and measures, and of free
communication among the people thereon, which has ever been justly deemed, the only effectual guardian of
every other right.
That this state having by its Convention, which ratified the federal Constitution, expressly declared, that
among other essential rights, "the Liberty of Conscience and of the Press cannot be cancelled, abridged,
restrained, or modified by any authority of the United States," and from its extreme anxiety to guard these rights
from every possible attack of sophistry or ambition, having with other states, recommended an amendment for
that purpose, which amendment was, in due time, annexed to the Constitution; it would mark a reproachable
inconsistency, and criminal degeneracy, if an indifference were now shewn, to the most palpable violation of
one of the Rights, thus declared and secured; and to the establishment of a precedent which may be fatal to the
other.
That the good people of this commonwealth, having ever felt, and continuing to feel, the most sincere
affection for their brethren of the other states; the truest anxiety for establishing and perpetuating the union of
all; and the most scrupulous fidelity to that constitution, which is the pledge of mutual friendship, and the
instrument of mutual happiness; the General Assembly doth solemnly appeal to the like dispositions of the other
states, in confidence that they will concur with this commonwealth in declaring, as it does hereby declare, that
the acts aforesaid, are unconstitutional; and that the necessary and proper measures will be taken by each, for
co-operating with this state, in maintaining the Authorities, Rights, and Liberties, referred to the States
respectively, or to the people.
That the Governor be desired, to transmit a copy of the foregoing Resolutions to the executive authority
of each of the other states, with a request that the same may be communicated to the Legislature thereof; and
that a copy be furnished to each of the Senators and Representatives representing this state in the Congress of
the United States.
Agreed to by the Senate, December 24, 1798.

Reference Legislation: Kentucky Resolution of 1798
Source: http://www.constitution.org/cons/kent1798.htm

The Kentucky Resolutions of 1798
1. Resolved, That the several States composing, the United States of America, are not united on the principle of
unlimited submission to their general government; but that, by a compact under the style and title of a
Constitution for the United States, and of amendments thereto, they constituted a general government for special
purposes — delegated to that government certain definite powers, reserving, each State to itself, the residuary
mass of right to their own self-government; and that whensoever the general government assumes undelegated
powers, its acts are unauthoritative, void, and of no force: that to this compact each State acceded as a State, and
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is an integral part, its co-States forming, as to itself, the other party: that the government created by this compact
was not made the exclusive or final judge of the extent of the powers delegated to itself; since that would have
made its discretion, and not the Constitution, the measure of its powers; but that, as in all other cases of compact
among powers having no common judge, each party has an equal right to judge for itself, as well of infractions
as of the mode and measure of redress.
2. Resolved, That the Constitution of the United States, having delegated to Congress a power to punish treason,
counterfeiting the securities and current coin of the United States, piracies, and felonies committed on the high
seas, and offenses against the law of nations, and no other crimes, whatsoever; and it being true as a general
principle, and one of the amendments to the Constitution having also declared, that “the powers not delegated to
the United States by the Constitution, not prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or
to the people,” therefore the act of Congress, passed on the 14th day of July, 1798, and intituled “An Act in
addition to the act intituled An Act for the punishment of certain crimes against the United States,” as also the
act passed by them on the — day of June, 1798, intituled “An Act to punish frauds committed on the bank of the
United States,” (and all their other acts which assume to create, define, or punish crimes, other than those so
enumerated in the Constitution,) are altogether void, and of no force; and that the power to create, define, and
punish such other crimes is reserved, and, of right, appertains solely and exclusively to the respective States,
each within its own territory.
3. Resolved, That it is true as a general principle, and is also expressly declared by one of the amendments to the
Constitutions, that “the powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, our prohibited by it to the
States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people”; and that no power over the freedom of religion,
freedom of speech, or freedom of the press being delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor
prohibited by it to the States, all lawful powers respecting the same did of right remain, and were reserved to the
States or the people: that thus was manifested their determination to retain to themselves the right of judging
how far the licentiousness of speech and of the press may be abridged without lessening their useful freedom,
and how far those abuses which cannot be separated from their use should be tolerated, rather than the use be
destroyed. And thus also they guarded against all abridgment by the United States of the freedom of religious
opinions and exercises, and retained to themselves the right of protecting the same, as this State, by a law passed
on the general demand of its citizens, had already protected them from all human restraint or interference. And
that in addition to this general principle and express declaration, another and more special provision has been
made by one of the amendments to the Constitution, which expressly declares, that “Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof, or abridging the freedom of
speech or of the press”: thereby guarding in the same sentence, and under the same words, the freedom of
religion, of speech, and of the press: insomuch, that whatever violated either, throws down the sanctuary which
covers the others, arid that libels, falsehood, and defamation, equally with heresy and false religion, are withheld
from the cognizance of federal tribunals. That, therefore, the act of Congress of the United States, passed on the
14th day of July, 1798, intituled “An Act in addition to the act intituled An Act for the punishment of certain
crimes against the United States,” which does abridge the freedom of the press, is not law, but is altogether void,
and of no force.
4. Resolved, That alien friends are under the jurisdiction and protection of the laws of the State wherein they
are: that no power over them has been delegated to the United States, nor prohibited to the individual States,
distinct from their power over citizens. And it being true as a general principle, and one of the amendments to
the Constitution having also declared, that “the powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution,
nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people," the act of the
Congress of the United States, passed on the — day of July, 1798, intituled “An Act concerning aliens,” which
assumes powers over alien friends, not delegated by the Constitution, is not law, but is altogether void, and of
no force.
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5. Resolved. That in addition to the general principle, as well as the express declaration, that powers not
delegated are reserved, another and more special provision, inserted in the Constitution from abundant caution,
has declared that “the migration or importation of such persons as any of the States now existing shall think
proper to admit, shall not be prohibited by the Congress prior to the year 1808” that this commonwealth does
admit the migration of alien friends, described as the subject of the said act concerning aliens: that a provision
against prohibiting their migration, is a provision against all acts equivalent thereto, or it would be nugatory:
that to remove them when migrated, is equivalent to a prohibition of their migration, and is, therefore, contrary
to the said provision of the Constitution, and void.
6. Resolved, That the imprisonment of a person under the protection of the laws of this commonwealth, on his
failure to obey the simple order of the President to depart out of the United States, as is undertaken by said act
intituled “An Act concerning aliens” is contrary to the Constitution, one amendment to which has provided that
“no person shalt be deprived of liberty without due progress of law”; and that another having provided that “in
all criminal prosecutions the accused shall enjoy the right to public trial by an impartial jury, to be informed of
the nature and cause of the accusation, to be confronted with the witnesses against him, to have compulsory
process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the assistance of counsel for his defense;” the same act,
undertaking to authorize the President to remove a person out of the United States, who is under the protection
of the law, on his own suspicion, without accusation, without jury, without public trial, without confrontation of
the witnesses against him, without heating witnesses in his favor, without defense, without counsel, is contrary
to the provision also of the Constitution, is therefore not law, but utterly void, and of no force: that transferring
the power of judging any person, who is under the protection of the laws from the courts, to the President of the
United States, as is undertaken by the same act concerning aliens, is against the article of the Constitution which
provides that “the judicial power of the United States shall be vested in courts, the judges of which shall hold
their offices during good behavior”; and that the said act is void for that reason also. And it is further to be
noted, that this transfer of judiciary power is to that magistrate of the general government who already possesses
all the Executive, and a negative on all Legislative powers.
7. Resolved, That the construction applied by the General Government (as is evidenced by sundry of their
proceedings) to those parts of the Constitution of the United States which delegate to Congress a power “to lay
and collect taxes, duties, imports, and excises, to pay the debts, and provide for the common defense and general
welfare of the United States,” and “to make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into
execution, the powers vested by the Constitution in the government of the United States, or in any department or
officer thereof,” goes to the destruction of all limits prescribed to their powers by the Constitution: that words
meant by the instrument to be subsidiary only to the execution of limited powers, ought not to be so construed
as themselves to give unlimited powers, nor a part to be so taken as to destroy the whole residue of that
instrument: that the proceedings of the General Government under color of these articles, will be a fit and
necessary subject of revisal and correction, at a time of greater tranquillity, while those specified in the
preceding resolutions call for immediate redress.
8th. Resolved, That a committee of conference and correspondence be appointed, who shall have in charge to
communicate the preceding resolutions to the Legislatures of the several States: to assure them that this
commonwealth continues in the same esteem of their friendship and union which it has manifested from that
moment at which a common danger first suggested a common union: that it considers union, for specified
national purposes, and particularly to those specified in their late federal compact, to be friendly, to the peace,
happiness and prosperity of all the States: that faithful to that compact, according to the plain intent and
meaning in which it was understood and acceded to by the several parties, it is sincerely anxious for its
preservation: that it does also believe, that to take from the States all the powers of self-government and transfer
them to a general and consolidated government, without regard to the special delegations and reservations
solemnly agreed to in that compact, is not for the peace, happiness or prosperity of these States; and that
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therefore this commonwealth is determined, as it doubts not its co-States are, to submit to undelegated, and
consequently unlimited powers in no man, or body of men on earth: that in cases of an abuse of the delegated
powers, the members of the general government, being chosen by the people, a change by the people would be
the constitutional remedy; but, where powers are assumed which have not been delegated, a nullification of the
act is the rightful remedy: that every State has a natural right in cases not within the compact, (casus non
fœderis) to nullify of their own authority all assumptions of power by others within their limits: that without this
right, they would be under the dominion, absolute and unlimited, of whosoever might exercise this right of
judgment for them: that nevertheless, this commonwealth, from motives of regard and respect for its co States,
has wished to communicate with them on the subject: that with them alone it is proper to communicate, they
alone being parties to the compact, and solely authorized to judge in the last resort of the powers exercised
under it, Congress being not a party, but merely the creature of the compact, and subject as to its assumptions of
power to the final judgment of those by whom, and for whose use itself and its powers were all created and
modified: that if the acts before specified should stand, these conclusions would flow from them; that the
general government may place any act they think proper on the list of crimes and punish it themselves whether
enumerated or not enumerated by the constitution as cognizable by them: that they may transfer its cognizance
to the President, or any other person, who may himself be the accuser, counsel, judge and jury, whose suspicions
may be the evidence, his order the sentence, his officer the executioner, and his breast the sole record of the
transaction: that a very numerous and valuable description of the inhabitants of these States being, by this
precedent, reduced, as outlaws, to the absolute dominion of one man, and the barrier of the Constitution thus
swept away from us all, no ramparts now remains against the passions and the powers of a majority in Congress
to protect from a like exportation, or other more grievous punishment, the minority of the same body, the
legislatures, judges, governors and counsellors of the States, nor their other peaceable inhabitants, who may
venture to reclaim the constitutional rights and liberties of the States and people, or who for other causes, good
or bad, may be obnoxious to the views, or marked by the suspicions of the President, or be thought dangerous to
his or their election, or other interests, public or personal; that the friendless alien has indeed been selected as
the safest subject of a first experiment; but the citizen will soon follow, or rather, has already followed, for
already has a sedition act marked him as its prey: that these and successive acts of the same character, unless
arrested at the threshold, necessarily drive these States into revolution and blood and will furnish new calumnies
against republican government, and new pretexts for those who wish it to be believed that man cannot be
governed but by a rod of iron: that it would be a dangerous delusion were a confidence in the men of our choice
to silence our fears for the safety of our rights: that confidence is everywhere the parent of despotism — free
government is founded in jealousy, and not in confidence; it is jealousy and not confidence which prescribes
limited constitutions, to bind down those whom we are obliged to trust with power: that our Constitution has
accordingly fixed the limits to which, and no further, our confidence may go; and let the honest advocate of
confidence read the Alien and Sedition acts, and say if the Constitution has not been wise in fixing limits to the
government it created, and whether we should be wise in destroying those limits, Let him say what the
government is, if it be not a tyranny, which the men of our choice have con erred on our President, and the
President of our choice has assented to, and accepted over the friendly stranger to whom the mild spirit of our
country and its law have pledged hospitality and protection: that the men of our choice have more respected the
bare suspicion of the President, than the solid right of innocence, the claims of justification, the sacred force of
truth, and the forms and substance of law and justice. In questions of powers, then, let no more be heard of
confidence in man, but bind him down from mischief by the chains of the Constitution. That this
commonwealth does therefore call on its co-States for an expression of their sentiments on the acts concerning
aliens and for the punishment of certain crimes herein before specified, plainly declaring whether these acts are
or are not authorized by the federal compact. And it doubts not that their sense will be so announced as to prove
their attachment unaltered to limited government, weather general or particular. And that the rights and liberties
of their co-States will be exposed to no dangers by remaining embarked in a common bottom with their own.
That they will concur with this commonwealth in considering the said acts as so palpably against the
Constitution as to amount to an undisguised declaration that that compact is not meant to be the measure of the
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powers of the General Government, but that it will proceed in the exercise over these States, of all powers
whatsoever: that they will view this as seizing the rights of the States, and consolidating them in the hands of the
General Government, with a power assumed to bind the States (not merely as the cases made federal, casus
fœderis but), in all cases whatsoever, by laws made, not with their consent, but by others against their consent:
that this would be to surrender the form of government we have chosen, and live under one deriving its powers
from its own will, and not from our authority; and that the co-States, recurring to their natural right in cases not
made federal, will concur in declaring these acts void, and of no force, and will each take measures of its own
for providing that neither these acts, nor any others of the General Government not plainly and intentionally
authorized by the Constitution, shalt be exercised within their respective territories.
9th. Resolved, That the said committee be authorized to communicate by writing or personal conference, at any
times or places whatever, with any person or persons who may be appointed by any one or more co-States to
correspond or confer with them; and that they lay their proceedings before the next session of Assembly.

One Pill, Two Pill, Red Pill, Blue Pill:
Top 10 Reasons Obamacare Is Wrong for America
Source: http://fixhealthcarepolicy.com/research/obamacare-one-pill-two-pill-red-pill-blue-pill/

1. Millions Will Lose Their Current Insurance. Period.
End of Story: President Obama wants Americans to
believe they can keep their insurance if they like, but
research from the government, private research firms,
and think tanks show this is not the case. Proposed
economic incentives, plus a government-run health plan
like the one proposed in the House bill, would cause
88.1 million people to see their current
employer-sponsored health plan disappear.
2. Your Health Care Coverage Will Probably Change
Anyway: Even if you kept your private insurance,
eventually most remaining plans—whether employer
plans or individual plans—would have to conform to
new federal benefit standards. Moreover, the necessary
plan “upgrades” will undoubtedly cost you more in
premiums.
3. The Umpire Is Also the First Baseman: The main
argument for a “public option” is that it would increase
competition. However, if the federal government creates
a health care plan that it controls and also sets the rules
for the private plans, there is little doubt that
Washington would put its private sector “competitors”
out of business sooner or later.
4. The Fed Picks Your Treatment: President Obama
said: “They’re going to have to give up paying for things
that don’t make them healthier. … If there’s a blue pill
and a red pill, and the blue pill is half the price of the
red pill and works just as well, why not pay half for the
thing that’s going to make you well.” Does that sound

like a government that will stay out of your health care
decisions
5. Individual Mandate Means Less Liberty and More
Taxes: Although he once opposed the idea, President
Obama is now open to the imposition of an individual
mandate that would require all Americans to have
federally approved health insurance. This unprecedented
federal directive not only takes away your individual
freedom but could cost you as well. Lawmakers are
considering a penalty or tax for those who don’t buy
government-approved health plans.
6. Higher Taxes Than Europe Hurt Small Businesses: A
proposed surtax on the wealthy will actually hit
hundreds of thousands of small business owners who are
dealing with a recession. If it is enacted, America’s top
earners and job creators will carry a larger overall tax
burden than France, Italy, Germany, Japan, etc., with a
total average tax rate greater than 52%. Is that the right
recipe for jobs and wage growth?
7. Who Makes Medical Decisions? What is the right
medical treatment and should bureaucrats determine
what Americans can or cannot have? While the House
and Senate language is vague, amendments offered in
House and Senate committees to block government
rationing of care were routinely defeated. Cost or a
federal health board could be the deciding factors.
President Obama himself admitted this when he said,
“Maybe you’re better off not having the surgery, but
taking the painkiller,” when asked about an elderly
woman who needed a pacemaker.
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8. Taxpayer-Funded Abortions? Nineteen Democrats
recently asked the President to not sign any bill that
doesn’t explicitly exclude “abortion from the scope of
any government-defined or subsidized health insurance
plan” or any bill that allows a federal health board to
“recommend abortion services be included under
covered benefits or as part of a benefits package.”
Currently, these exclusions do not exist.
9. It’s Not Paid For: The CBO says the current House
plan would increase the deficit by $239 billion over 10
years. And that number will likely continue to rise over
the long term. Similar entitlement bills in the past,

including Medicare, have scored much lower than their
actual eventual cost.
10. Rushing It, Not Reading It: We’ve been down this
road before—with the failed stimulus package. Back
then, we also heard that we were in a crisis and that we
needed to pass a 1,000-plus-page bill in a few
hours—without reading it—or we would have 8%
unemployment. Well, we know what happened. Now,
one Congressman has even said it’s pointless to read one
of the reform bills without two days and two lawyers to
make sense of it. Deception is the only reason to rush
through a bill nobody truly understands.

Do Christians Need Insurance?
Source: http://www.mutualassurance.org/insurance.htm

A System of Protection

ED NOTE: This article was included as many state
legislators have within their biographies information pertaining
to their status as a “believer,” including such titles as “deacon”
or “elder” or “pastor” or other such indication of not only a
belief in the bible itself, but holding a position of authority
within a recognized or independent church or religious
organization. It was important because virtually no
mainstream information sources – even those that otherwise
oppose “Obamacare” – have identified this key reason for
dismissing “mandatory insurance” laws. Simply, the entire
premise of Obamacare violates both the “freedom of
association” provision of the First Amendment, and also the
notion of freedom of religion (as well as separation of church
and state). Those who hold beliefs against “insurance” for
religious cause ought not be discriminated against by law. Nor
should any religious belief model be compelled to adhere to
another by force of government Indeed, there are many out
there who have no insurance for very reasons articulated in this
article. Therefore, this ought to be understood by all elected
officials who purport to represent people within their districts
who hold more closely to their theology than the systems of
this world. Moreover, preachers should be preaching the
following sermon from their pulpits!
Aaron

Definition: Insurance n. 1. a system of protection
against loss in which a number of individuals agree to
pay certain sums (premiums) periodically for a
guarantee that they will be compensated under
stipulated conditions for any specified loss by fire,
accident, death, etc.
With insurance to compensate us for losses due to
death of loved ones, earthquakes, floods, winds, fires,
hospitalization, unemployment, lawsuits, burglary, car
wrecks, and other calamities - who needs God?
Everybody needs God, but no Christian needs insurance.

If you take an objective look at what insurance
really is and how this compares to scriptural truths, then
you can better understand how God looks at this issue.
First, insurance is a system of protection. Satan has
schemes within his world system to meet the "needs" of
worldlings. These are usually implemented in such a
way that deceives the lost into thinking that they can get
along quite well without God.
Insurance plans, Social Security, Medicare,
Medicaid, welfare programs, and other similar schemes
are all part of the world system from which Christians
are to be separated. The Devil wants to get Christians
dependent on the world system. And he wants God's
children to take their eyes off of their true Provider. The
enemy desires that we become as independent as
possible from the Lord Jesus Christ. Nowhere are
insurance schemes of the world part of God's plan for
His people.
Guarantee of Compensation
Second, insurance is a guarantee that the
policyholder will be compensated for his loss. From the
world's point of view, the best insurance is that which
restores a victim as nearly as possible to a pre-loss
condition or better, with as little inconvenience as
possible.
Providing a system of protection that guarantees
being compensated for the loss of possessions or loved
ones is foreign to the Scriptures. This includes
church-sponsored insurance programs. All of these, by
their very nature, violate scriptural principles.
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We should have the attitude of Job in the Old
Testament. After losing his business, his house, and his
children, the Godly man said, "Naked came I out of my
mother's womb, and naked shall I return thither: the
Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken away; blessed be the
name of the Lord." (Job 1:21)
Later Job even lost his health. But his attitude was
the same. He said, "Shall we receive good at the hand of
God, and shall we not receive evil? (Job 2:10)
Reasons Why Insurance is Unscriptural
Having insurance is contrary to at least four
scriptural principles: Do not be unequally yoked with
unbelievers. Do not share a common purse with sinners.
Be content with food and raiment. And, trust God to
provide all your needs.
1. Insurance is an unequal yoke. (2 Corinthians
6:14-17)
Scripture says, "Be ye not unequally yoked
together with unbelievers. . . . Come out from among
them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch not
the unclean thing."
With insurance, your funds are pooled together
with those of unbelievers. You agree to let an insurance
agent settle your disputes according to company policy,
not according to the word of God. The insurance
company may require that you participate in lawsuits,
swearing of oaths, and other activities that Jesus speaks
against.
"Come out of her (the world system), my people,
that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive
not of her plagues." (Revelation 18:4)
2. Forces common purse with sinners. (Proverbs
1:10-11, 14-15)
It is God's will to provide for the needs of His
people through the local church, not from the common
purse of the world's insurance schemes. God warned us
through the Spirit-inspired wise man of long ago, "My
son, if sinners entice thee, consent thou not. If they say, .
. . Cast in thy lot among us; let us all have one purse: my
son, walk not thou in the way with them; refrain thy foot
from their path.
3. Promotes Discontent with necessities. (1 Samuel
2:7)
Both riches and poverty come from God, but many
Christians go to great lengths to avert God's working in
their life. They are in league with the insurers of this
world system so that they will not have to risk doing
without their possessions or risk paying on a settlement
against them.

We need to have a healthy detachment from all the
temporal things of this world. The apostle Paul said, "I
have suffered the loss of all things, and do count them
but dung, that I may win Christ. . . . I have learned, in
whatsoever state I am, therewith to be content."
(Philippians 3:8; Philippians 4:11).
4. Fosters distrust in God.
God is in control of all events in the world from
eternity past, to eternity future. He upholds "all things
by the word of His power." (Hebrews 1:3) "In Him we
live, and move, and have our being." (Acts 17:28) And
He is before all things, and by Him all things consist.
(Colossians 1:17) "The righteous, and the wise and their
works, are in the hand of God." (Ecclesiastes 9:1)
The Lord, in whose hand is the soul of every living
thing, and the breath of all mankind, is the Sovereign
One who controls the minutest details of our lives. (Job
12:10) "A man's heart deviseth his way: but the Lord
directeth his steps." (Proverbs 16:9) "I form the light,
and create darkness: I make peace, and create evil
[calamity]: I the Lord do all these things." (Isaiah 45:7)
We should not try to avoid poverty in the event of
"calamity" created by God - loss of property, or health,
or lawsuit. "Behold, as the clay is in the potter's hand, so
are ye in mine hand." (Jeremiah 45:7) "And we know
that all things work together for good to them that love
God, to them who are the called according to his
purpose." (Romans 8:28)
The psalmist wrote, "It is better to trust in the Lord
than to put confidence in man." (Psalm 118:8) The
world system, under God's sovereign hand, is controlled
by Satan who has devised many schemes to cause man
to conform to the ways of the world and to rely on that
system rather than God. The Lord told us through the
apostle Paul to "be not conformed to this world."
(Romans 12:2) "God shall supply all your need
according to his riches in glory" (Philippians 4:19) In
the Scriptures, Egypt is a type of the world. God said,
"Woe to them that go down to Egypt for help." (Isaiah
31:1)
Christians Must Not Compromise
We must not compromise the Word of God by
having insurance for any reason. We don't obtain
insurance to protect the "other guy," nor for
hospitalization and major medical expense, nor for fire
insurance on a mortgaged house, or collision insurance
on a financed car. Nor can we obtain liability insurance
to drive a car because that would compromise Christ's
principles.
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Protecting the "other guy":
Insurance is not purchased to protect the "other
guy." The truth is that liability insurance protects you
from possible financial ruin if the "other guy" sues you
for damages.
Medical Insurance
If it is God's will for one of His own to use the
services of a physician or hospital, then He will provide
the money to pay them without borrowing and without
insurance. But a Christian should always go to the Lord
first. The Scriptures have a few things to say about this
subject: "Asa in the thirty and ninth year of his reign
was diseased in his feet, until his disease was exceeding
great: yet in his disease he sought not the Lord, but to
the physicians." (2 Chronicles 16:12)
Luke recorded the following incident: "A woman
having an issue of blood twelve years, which had spent
all her living upon physicians, neither could be healed of
any." (Luke 8:43) It was only when she went to Jesus
that she was healed.
God has provided a remedy for His people with
health problems: "Is any among you afflicted? let him
pray. . . . Is any sick among you? let him call for the
elders of the church; and let them pray over him,
anointing him with oil in the name of the Lord: and the
prayer of faith shall save the sick, and the Lord shall
raise him up. . . . Confess your faults one to another, and
pray one for another that ye may be healed." (James
5:13-16)
It is not always God's will to heal our infirmities.
The apostle Paul apparently had a problem with his eyes
because of a messenger of Satan that was sent to buffet
him to keep him from being proud. (2 Corinthians 12:7)
After Jesus refused to heal him, Paul said, "Most
gladly therefore will I rather glory in my infirmities, that
the power of Christ may rest upon me." (2 Corinthians
12:7-9) And Timothy was told by Paul to use a little
wine for his stomach and frequent infirmities. (1
Timothy 5:23) Another case in which God chose not to
heal was that of Trophimus whom Paul left at Miletum
sick. (2 Timothy 4:20)
Many Christians think they have a "right" to
partake of the services offered by medical corporations.
Again, if it is God's will for one of His own to spend
thousands of dollars on hospital and doctor bills, He will
provide the money without borrowing and without
insurance.
Fire insurance and collision insurance required by
lenders
It is not God's will for you to borrow money to buy
a house or anything else. The Scriptures are clear about

this. "The borrower is servant [slave] to the lender"
(Proverbs 22:7) and "Owe no man anything, but to love
one another." (Romans 13:8)
Liability Insurance Required by Law
Many Christians, who do not have any other
insurance, have been seduced into buying car insurance.
Mandatory insurance laws have forced anyone
registering a car to obtain insurance.
We have become virtually dependent upon
automobiles. But the Word of God is the standard by
which we must live, regardless of how "developed" our
society may become. Yet if we must violate scriptural
principles to continue driving, we must find other
options.
One option is to travel in cars under the authority of
the Great Commission. Before we take a car on the road,
we are committed to being responsible for our actions. If
we damage life or property, we must make restoration to
the best of our ability. We rely on Almighty God's
assurance plan to make a way for us in times of trouble
and adversity.
The LORD shall preserve thy going out and thy
coming in from this time forth, and even for evermore.
Psalm 121:8
Psalm 91 - God's Assurance
He that dwelleth in the secret place of the most
High shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty.
I will say of the LORD, He is my refuge and my
fortress: my God; in him will I trust.
Surely he shall deliver thee from the snare of the
fowler, and from the noisome pestilence.
He shall cover thee with his feathers, and under his
wings shalt thou trust: his truth shall be thy shield and
buckler.
Thou shalt not be afraid for the terror by night; nor
for the arrow that flieth by day;
Nor for the pestilence that walketh in darkness; nor
for the destruction that wasteth at noonday.
A thousand shall fall at thy side, and ten thousand
at thy right hand; but it shall not come nigh thee.
Only with thine eyes shalt thou behold and see the
reward of the wicked.
Because thou hast made the LORD, which is my
refuge, even the most High, thy habitation;
There shall no evil befall thee, neither shall any
plague come nigh thy dwelling.
For he shall give his angels charge over thee, to
keep thee in all thy ways.
They shall bear thee up in their hands, lest thou
dash thy foot against a stone.
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Thou shalt tread upon the lion and adder: the young
lion and the dragon shalt thou trample under feet.
Because he hath set his love upon me, therefore
will I deliver him: I will set him on high, because he
hath known my name.

He shall call upon me, and I will answer him: I will
be with him in trouble; I will deliver him, and honour
him.
With long life will I satisfy him, and shew him my
salvation.

“Overinclusive” Reaction: Insanely Unconstitutional
By Larry Becraft, Esq.
There is a constitutional problem regarding
Obamacare that nobody has mentioned: it violates
principles of equal protection. The Fifth Amendment's
Due Process Clause contains an equal protection
component, and thus equal protection principles apply to
the feds. See Bolling v Sharpe, 347 U.S. 497, 499
(1954); and Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena, 515
U.S. 200, 224 (1995).
The alleged need for Obamacare to take over the
whole medical system in this country was based on the
failure of a segment of American society to have
medical insurance. Apparently, those who don't have
medical insurance adversely impact the medical industry
and the delivery of medical services. However, it must
be noted that those with medical insurance did not cause
this problem. For purposes of argument only, let's
presume that the insured American public constitutes
80% of the populace, while the uninsured comprise 20%
of the populace.
When a legislative body is attempting to address
a social problem, whether great or small, it cannot
impose duties on those who are not a part of or the cause
of the problem without violating equal protection
principles. For example, drunk drivers do constitute a
hazard on the roads. But to address the problem caused
by drunk drivers, a legislative body could not adopt of
law affecting 100% of the driving public, inclusive of
people who are not causing the problem, because to do
so would violate equal protection.
Principles of equal protection are concerned
with legislative classifications. If a legislature detects a
problem and adopts of law that affects only a segment of
those causing the problem, the legislature has created an
"underinclusive" class. If it adopts of law that affects a
far broader class than those causing the problem, it has
created an "overinclusive" class. See Alvarez v. Chavez,
118 N.M. 732, 886 P.2d 461 (1994)(license restriction
for bondsmen was overinclusive); Beach
Communications, Inc. v. Federal Communications
Comm., 965 F.2d 1103, 1105 (D.C. Cir. 1992)
(distinction in Cable Act between "external,
quasi-private" and "wholly private" cable systems was

"overinclusive * * * in that this burden does not serve
the Act's purpose"); Shriners Hospital for Crippled
Children v. Zrillic, 563 So.2d 64, 69 (Fla. 1990)("Equal
protection analysis requires that classifications be
neither too narrow nor too broad to achieve the desired
end. Such underinclusive or overinclusive classifications
fail to meet even the minimal standards of the rational
basis test"); French v. Amalgamated Local Union 376,
203 Conn. 624, 526 A.2d 861 (1987)(ban on residential
picketing except for unions was overinclusive); Treants
Enterprises, Inc. v. Onslow County, 83 N.C. App. 345,
350 S.E.2d 365 (1986); District of Columbia v. E.M.,
467 A.2d 457, 466 (D.C. App.1983) (welfare statute of
limitations was void because classes were both
"underinclusive and overinclusive"); Isakson v. Rickey,
550 P.2d 359 (Alaska 1976)(using the rational basis test,
the Court determined that a commercial fisherman
limitation was unconstitutional because the act's
classifications were both overbroad and underinclusive);
Erznoznik v. City of Jacksonville, 422 U.S. 205, 214, 95
S.Ct. 2268 (1975)("the legislative classification is
strikingly underinclusive"); Laakonen v. Eighth Judicial
District Court for County of Clark, 91 Nev. 506, 538
P.2d 574 (1975)(guest statute violated equal protection);
Sturrup v. Mahan, 261 Ind. 463, 305 N.E.2d 877, 881
(1974)("This is precisely where the rules sweep too
broadly, they create an over-inclusive class"); Boraas v.
Village of Belle Terre, 476 F.2d 806, 815 fn. 8 (2nd Cir.
1973)("grossly overinclusive or underinclusive
classifications should not be readily tolerated"); Brown
v. Merlo, 8 Cal.3d 855, 506 P.2d 212, 227
(1973)(California guest statute was overinclusive, had
many exceptions and it "'imposes a burden upon a wider
range of individuals than are included in the class of
those tainted with the mischief at which the law aims'");
and Patton v. State of North Carolina, 381 F.2d 636, 643
(4th Cir. 1967).
Why does Obamacare violate equal protection?
Those who have insurance will have their medical
services and treatments curtailed and controlled, even
though they are not a part of the problem, which is
caused by the uninsured. Encompassing 100% of the
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public to address a problem created by 20% of the
public creates an overinclusive class, which violates
equal protection. But then again, Nancy Pelosi and
Harry Reid already solved the problem caused by the

uninsured by taxing them in an amount that
approximates insurance premiums.
Obamacare is not only unconstitutional, it is
insanely so.
Larry

The New World Of Obamacare
By: Michael Tennant
SOURCE: http://www.thenewamerican.com/usnews/health-care/item/1780-the-new-world-of-obamacare

By now most Americans are familiar with the
broad outline of ObamaCare: Everyone is required by
law to purchase health insurance, with a tax penalty
assessed upon those who fail to comply. Insurers may
not refuse to cover those with pre-existing conditions
nor charge them higher rates. The federal government is
expanding its role in providing health insurance. And
did I mention that all of this is supposedly going to
reduce both healthcare costs and the federal deficit?
Of course, with a law that is over 900 pages
long and contains hundreds of mandates, it may be
months or even years before all the ramifications of the
law are understood. Some of the mandates are already
widely known, such as the requirement that chain
restaurants post nutrition information about their menu
items or the 10-percent tax on tanning salon services.
However, it may very well be that the less widely known
portions of the law are also the most dangerous, which
may explain why they were kept out of public view in
contravention of candidate Barack Obama’s repeated
assurances that the entire healthcare debate would be
conducted in public and broadcast on C-Span.
Among the obscure but dangerous provisions in
the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (the
official — and disingenuous — name for ObamaCare)
are numerous provisions that, said Art Thompson, CEO
of The John Birch Society, “will intrude on every aspect
of life in America, from cradle to grave.” They include
everything from a national healthcare strategy to home
visitations by government agents, possibly including
forced immunizations, to “Community Transformation
Grants” — all designed to alter Americans’ lifestyles to
conform to the whims of bureaucrats in Washington.
The law itself is (probably intentionally) vague
about how all these mandates are to be carried out; the
details are left mostly to federal agencies that are much
less accountable to the voters than Congress. Therefore,
many of the suggestions in the following paragraphs as
to how these mandates will play out are based not on
explicit language in the legislation itself, or (obviously)
the yet-to-be-issued regulations, but on an informed
understanding of how governments can turn seemingly
beneficent laws into tools of oppression. If anything,

much of what is suggested in this article is actually less
radical than what President Obama and fellow
Democrats have said they wish to accomplish, namely a
single-payer* health insurance scheme at the federal
level.
Obama himself, in a 2003 speech, said that he’d
“like to see” the United States adopt a “single-payer
health care plan, a universal health care plan.”
His Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton, of
course, attempted to foist a single-payer government
healthcare system on Americans back in 1993 and ’94.
Many other Clinton administration figures are prominent
members of the Obama -administration.
Revolutionary Appointee
Obama’s recently appointed head of the Centers
for Medicare and Medicaid Services, Donald Berwick,
has openly praised the British National Health Service
for not leaving healthcare to “play out in the darkness of
private enterprise.” Berwick added that “any healthcare
that is just, equitable, civilized, and humane must, must
redistribute wealth from the richer among us to the
poorer and the less fortunate. Excellent healthcare is by
definition redistributional.” Berwick is also a proponent
of government rationing† of healthcare, saying, “The
decision is not whether or not we will ration care. The
decision is whether we will ration with our eyes open.”
Tellingly, Obama took the occasion of a Senate recess to
appoint Berwick, bypassing Senate confirmation
hearings that would surely have publicized Berwick’s
socialized-medicine bona fides and possibly have sunk
his nomination.
Thus, it is almost impossible to be too alarmist
about the intentions of Obama-Care and its proponents.
When government controls the healthcare system from
top to bottom, it is naturally going to attempt to
manipulate every aspect of people’s lives in order to
keep costs down; and for those who become ill despite
the state’s best efforts to force them to be healthy, care
can — and will — be denied. This is already happening
in Berwick’s beloved British healthcare system, where,
for example, life-saving drugs are withheld from
patients because the government deems them too costly
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— and then threatens patients who try to purchase the
drugs out of their own pockets with the loss of all their
healthcare benefits (see “Paying Patients Test British
Health Care System,” the New York Times, Feb. 21,
2008).
Massive New Bureaucracy
Perhaps the most ominous of the obscure-butdangerous provisions in Obama-Care is found in
Sections 3011 through 3015. This portion of the law
instructs the Secretary of Health and Human Services to
“establish a national strategy to improve the delivery of
health care services, patient health outcomes, and
population health.” Along with the strategy, the law
requires “a comprehensive strategic plan to achieve the
priorities” established by Congress. The strategic plan
includes “agency-specific strategic plans to achieve
national priorities,” “annual benchmarks for each
relevant agency,” and “strategies to align public and
private payers with regard to quality and patient safety
efforts.” In short, the federal government is going to
micromanage the healthcare sector in an effort to
achieve its desired outcomes, and it is going to force
private insurers to participate in this micromanagement
— part of the price they will pay for having Uncle Sam
hand them a captive market.
In order to implement the national strategy, the
law instructs the President to “convene a working group
to be known as the Interagency Working Group on
Health Care Quality.” This new bureaucracy includes
senior-level representatives from 23 named federal
agencies “and any other Federal agencies and
departments … as determined by the President.” Among
the agencies included in the working group are the
Department of Commerce, the Coast Guard, the Federal
Bureau of Prisons, the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, the Federal Trade Commission, the
Department of Labor, the Department of Defense, and
the Department of Education — a strong indication that
this is concerned with far more than simply ensuring
that patients are treated well.
Likewise, Section 4001 of the act instructs the
President to “establish, within the Department of Health
and Human Services, a council to be known as the
‘National Prevention, Health Promotion and Public
Health Council.’” President Obama issued an executive
order to carry out this provision on June 10.
The council is chaired by the Surgeon General
and consists of senior-level representatives from 12
named federal agencies and “the head of any other
Federal agency that the chairperson determines is
appropriate.”

The purposes of the council include: (1) to
coordinate “prevention, wellness and health promotion
practices”; (2) to “develop a national prevention, health
promotion, public health, and integrative health care
strategy”; (3) to “provide recommendations to the
President and Congress concerning … changes in
Federal policy to achieve national wellness, health
promotion, and public health goals, including the
reduction of tobacco use, sedentary behavior, and poor
nutrition”; and (4) to propose policies “for the
promotion of transformative models of prevention,
integrative health, and public health on individual and
community levels across the United States.” There will
be “a list of national priorities” and “specific
science-based initiatives” to “address lifestyle behavior
modification” with regard to “smoking cessation, proper
nutrition, appropriate exercise, mental health, behavioral
health, substance use disorder, and domestic violence
screenings.”
“It’s a horror even to think that they would put
that in there, that they are going to start regulating
personal behavior,” Rep. Ron Paul (R-Texas), himself a
physician, told The New American. “But these people
believe in it, and this is why it’s so bad to allow
government to get inside the door.... They get their foot
in the door, and then they say, ‘Oh, we’re paying for it,
so we’re going to tell you how to live.’”
In other words, ObamaCare has just turned the
United States into one giant psychiatric laboratory, and
Americans are the rats stuck inside and subjected to
“behavior modification” until we stop smoking (wonder
if this applies to the President, who still hasn’t kicked
the habit), take our vaccines and stop eating Twinkies,
take up jogging, quit ingesting substances that the big
pharmaceutical companies can’t patent, and tell Uncle
Sam when we stopped beating our wives. Is this really
what all those folks clamoring for healthcare reform
wanted? If so, it serves as further proof of H.L.
Mencken’s maxim that “democracy is the theory that the
common people know what they want, and deserve to
get it good and hard.”
Section 4101 provides for grants for schoolbased health centers, which will offer “comprehensive
health assessments, diagnosis, and treatment of minor,
acute, and chronic medical conditions” and “mental
health and substance use disorder assessments, crisis
intervention, counseling, treatment, and referral to a
continuum of services including emergency psychiatric
care, community support programs, inpatient care, and
outpatient programs.”
Will parents’ rights be respected in all this? Will
their children be treated without their knowledge?
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The “primary function” of existing school-based
health centers “is to circumvent parental involvement in
the important area of directing a child’s healthcare,”
Gregory Hession, a Massachusetts attorney specializing
in family and juvenile law, said in an e-mail. The
programs “sexualize children with condom giveaways,
homosexual advocacy programs, and age-inappropriate
instruction to children, even very young ones, about
sexual activity,” said Hession. “These clinics even allow
and promote statutory rape” and refer students to
abortion clinics and provide transportation to the clinics,
Hession added, pointing out that all of this is done “in
complete secrecy.”
And what of mental health assessments?
Hession stated that much of the mental health screening
that already takes place in schools appears to be
“fostered by psychiatrists with financial ties to large
drug companies that offer psychotropic drugs which are
almost invariably prescribed for any small perceived
personality problem,” the result being “that many
children are now required, as a contingency for
attending school, to take powerful psychotropic drugs
for such invented maladies as attention deficit disorder.”
With school-based health clinics already
engaged in such unsavory practices, federal funding and
mandates can only lead to even worse, and more
widespread, abuses.
Government Into Almost Everything
Nothing less than the “transformation” of
communities is the modest goal of Section 4201, which
creates a grant program for state and local governments
and nonprofit organizations “to reduce chronic disease
rates, prevent the development of secondary conditions,
address health disparities, and develop a stronger
evidence-base of effective prevention programming.”
Each grantee must develop a “community
transformation plan” which may include such things as:
1. creating healthier school environments,
including increasing healthy food options,
physical activity opportunities, promotion of
healthy lifestyle, emotional wellness, and
prevention curricula, and activities to prevent
chronic diseases;
2. creating the infrastructure to support active
living and access to nutritious foods in a safe
environment;
3. developing and promoting programs targeting
a variety of age levels to increase access to
nutrition, physical activity and smoking
cessation, improve social and emotional
wellness, enhance safety in a community, or

address any other chronic disease priority area
identified by the grantee;
4. assessing and implementing worksite
wellness programming and incentives;
5. working to highlight healthy options at
restaurants and other food venues;
6. prioritizing strategies to reduce racial and
ethnic disparities, including social, economic,
and geographic determinants of health; and
7. addressing special populations needs,
including all age groups and individuals with
disabilities, and individuals in both urban and
rural areas.
Imagine telling the Founding Fathers that the
federal government would someday be concerning itself
with restaurant menus and workplace stress! They would
have laughed you right out of Philadelphia. Yet here we
are, with the feds doing just that and much, much more.
Just what is “emotional wellness,” and how is
the government going to see to it that people attain it?
Surely it isn’t by cutting bureaucracy and spending,
bringing the troops home, and reducing taxes, though
those are the surest ways to make (almost) everyone
happier.
President Obama, in a 2007 Democratic primary
debate at Dartmouth College, stated his support for a
national smoking ban if local bans fail to snuff out the
habit. It makes sense, then, that his signature
achievement would include language plainly calling for
“smoking cessation.” When Uncle Sam is footing the
bill for Americans’ healthcare, they’d better do as he
says or else. Indeed, the British Health Secretary, in
charge of that single-payer system that Berwick so
adores, ruled in 2007 that smokers would henceforth “be
denied operations unless they give up cigarettes for at
least four weeks beforehand,” according to the Daily
Mail; their doctors would be in charge of enforcing the
rule by making them take blood tests to prove they’ve
not lit up for the last month. Surely the ObamaCare
administrators can come up with some similarly clever
ways of coercing Americans to can their Camels.
Then there’s that business about “reducing
disparities.” The intention, undoubtedly, is to see to it
that those who do not have health insurance receive it —
and that those who have too much of it, as Washington
sees it, are forced to make do with less; hence the tax
penalties applied to so-called Cadillac plans.
Subsidizing insurance for some will only encourage
them to make more use of the healthcare system, putting
upward pressure on prices and hastening the day that
Berwick and others of his ilk begin rationing care for
them. Punishing those with the best insurance plans will
ensure that some of those individuals are unable to
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afford the care they need, which is just rationing by
other means. The result: We all end up in the mushy
middle, with just as much care as the government deems
necessary to keep us from being too much of a strain on
the system. For those who do become too ill and
therefore too expensive for the government to keep,
denial of treatment is an easy fix.
Individuals who use community health centers
funded by the government may also be given a
government- sanctioned “individualized wellness plan”
under Section 4206, which establishes a demonstration
project for this purpose. Undoubtedly this will be
declared a success, and soon all Americans can expect a
Washington- mandated plan for their lives, to control
such things as alcohol and tobacco use, weight, blood
pressure, nutritional supplement usage (but only those
supplements “that have health claims approved by the
Secretary”), stress, and exercise.
Invading Homes and Schools
One need not go to a health clinic to be
subjected to federal healthcare intrusions, either. At
least two portions of the act actually provide for
government agents to come into individuals’ homes to
see to it that they are obeying Washington’s directives.
The first of these is Section 2951, entitled
“Maternal, Infant, and Early Childhood Home Visiting
Programs.” This section requires all states to perform a
needs assessment that identifies at-risk communities and
“the quality and capacity of existing programs or
initiatives for early childhood home visitation.” States
can then apply for grants to establish early childhood
home visitation programs.
The programs will target high-risk communities
first, with “high-risk” defined as “eligible families who
reside in communities in need of such services,”
followed by eligible families with low incomes,
pregnant women under 21 years old, “a history of child
abuse or neglect … or interactions with child welfare
services” (not evidence of actual abuse, mind you; just a
visit from government agents on an anonymous tip will
suffice), “a history of substance abuse,” “users of
tobacco products” (light up and expect a visit from your
friendly neighborhood G-man), “children with low
student achievement,” “children with developmental
delays or disabilities,” or “individuals who are serving
or formerly served in the Armed Forces.” That just
about covers everyone.
“This section of the law is designed to
circumvent the Fourth Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution, and give government agents a plausible
excuse to enter homes without a warrant, with the
ultimate goal of reporting the family to child protective

services,” said Hession. The child-protection agents then
have every incentive to take children from their families,
as evidenced by the fact that over half a million children
are now in child protection agency custody in the United
States.
The law lays out specific desired outcomes for
individual families, many of which sound good. Who
could oppose improvements in mothers’ and babies’
health, children’s development, parenting skills, school
readiness and academic achievement, crime and
domestic violence rates, and family economic
self-sufficiency? The detailed regulations established by
federal and state bureaucrats to accomplish these general
outcomes, however, may not be so benign.
For example, what specific “improvements in
parenting skills” might government agents wish to
impose on those they visit? Will spanking children or
even speaking sharply to them be permitted? What if
parents try to inculcate specific moral or religious
precepts in their children? Hession noted that
homeschoolers and parents who believe in corporal
punishment are already among the most targeted by state
child protection agencies.
It is already known that government programs to
improve school readiness are of little benefit. Gains
made in Head Start, the most famous of these programs,
do not last much beyond first grade. Why, then, would
anyone expect the government to be able to offer parents
expert advice on how to prepare their children for
school?
Worse yet, how will “school readiness” and
“child academic achievement” be measured? What will
happen to families whose children fail to meet the
government’s arbitrary standards? As the Birch
Society’s Art Thompson perceptively pointed out,
The idea of school readiness and academic
achievement provides the excuse for government agents
to nullify parental prerogatives for private and home
schooling. Since they can test the preschool children,
mold the tests of how and what the children should be
taught, they can use this information to try and force you
to send your children to government institutions.
In fact, school readiness is one of the key
reasons boosters of universal pre-kindergarten cite for
their support of extending government schooling to an
earlier age. Among those who favor universal
pre-kindergarten are Hillary Clinton — she of “It Takes
a Village to Raise a Child” and the anti-parental-rights
Children’s Defense Fund — and President Obama.
Prima facie evidence that it’s a bad idea.
Government has been the greatest enemy of
“family economic self-sufficiency,” having replaced
fathers with welfare checks and having taxed Americans
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to the point that both parents frequently must work
outside the home just to make ends meet. Government
benefits from families who are dependent on it because
those same people will almost always vote for even
bigger government, as inner-city voting patterns
demonstrate.
It is of little comfort that the law requires that
states provide assurances that “the participation of each
eligible family in the program is voluntary.” As Hession
said, existing “family visitation programs are about as
voluntary as the current IRS tax system, which continues
to assert that it is based on voluntary compliance.”
Even if it were the case, at least for now, that
families are not required to admit government agents
into their homes under this program, given that the
target families at the beginning (most likely single
mothers, according to Hession) are likely to have less
education and fewer resources to fight back, how likely
are they to resist a bureaucrat who offers them a check
or other assistance just for answering a few questions?
Once they are caught in the state’s web, how easily will
they be able to extricate themselves? After all, one of
the desired outcomes for individual families is that they
be more easily referred to “other community resources
and supports … consistent with State child welfare
agency training.” Then how long will it be until the
program is expanded to other families and made
mandatory? The dangers here are immense.
As if that weren’t bad enough, Section 4204
actually provides for home visits from government
functionaries for the purpose of providing
immunizations (a demonstration program for the time
being but with the intent “to continue and expand such
program”).
The recent H1N1 hoopla demonstrates how the
government, with the enthusiastic backing of vaccine
manufacturers, can manufacture a health crisis and then
use it to encourage or even force people to be
vaccinated. The Washington Post reported on June 4
that two separate reports from Europe “accused the
[World Health Organization] of exaggerating the threat
posed by the virus and failing to disclose possible
influence by the pharmaceutical industry on its
recommendations for how countries should respond.”
That exaggeration of the so-called pandemic and the
WHO’s accompanying recommendations led many
Americans to be vaccinated needlessly, including some
who were coerced by the government, such as healthcare
workers in New York.
Now imagine that same scenario playing out
under a program in which the federal government gives
grants to states to (1) provide “immunization reminders
or recalls for target populations,” (2) educate “targeted

populations and health care providers concerning
immunizations in combination with one or more other
interventions,” (3) subsidize immunizations, (4) promote
immunizations, (5) provide for “home visits” that may
include “provision of immunization,” and (6) create an
electronic database for all states to access immunization
records — all provisions of the Patient Protection and
Affordable Health Care Act. How easy it would be for
governments to find out who hasn’t volunteered to be
vaccinated and to show up at the recalcitrant citizens’
homes to give them their shots right then and there! How
profitable it would be for vaccine manufacturers!
Indeed, Dr. Paul said that “one thing that we
have found in the past is some of the strongest
proponents of massive inoculations” have been funded
by pharmaceutical companies. The decision to immunize
or not to immunize, he said, “should be strictly a
decision made by the doctor and the patient, and never
by public health officials.”
Paul expressed particular concern that
ObamaCare will come between doctors and patients.
Decisions about treatment, he said, “will be made not by
other M.D.’s, but they will be made by people who are
pushing a pencil.... And there will be rationing of care
… by those people in Washington, the bureaucrats who
are looking at a bottom line and not understanding the
situation.”
People Control, Not Healthcare
From page 1 to page 906, ObamaCare is chock
full of expensive, intrusive, and downright scary
programs such as these. The law gives the federal and
state governments virtually unlimited power to interfere
in Americans’ lives, even within the confines of our own
homes. (Hession noted that the act “is marbled with
requirements that can be accomplished only by entry
into private family homes.”) It destroys individual
self-reliance and, through a variety of provisions such as
school-based health clinics and home visitation
programs, the family unit. These are the foundations of
the American Republic; without them the United States
will become a society of helpless, dependent sheep with
neither the desire nor the will to resist the state’s
relentless encroachments on our liberties.
These problems cannot be fixed merely by
modifying a clause here and a proviso there. ObamaCare
needs to be repealed in full before it can metastasize into
a full-blown single-payer system. State-by-state
nullification should also be undertaken. Then we can
work on dismantling the rest of the federal healthcare
behemoth. These are the only cures for what ails the
American healthcare system.
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* “Single payer” is the innocuous code for government-run,
bureaucrat-controlled, nationalized, socialized medicine.
† Although “rationing” may have a more negative connotation than
“single payer,” it is nonetheless euphemistic. What it means in

healthcare is that treatment will be determined not by the physician
according to the needs of the patient, but according to formulas and
edicts issued by the government and carried out by administrators
and bureaucrats.

Obamacare: Breaking the Camel’s Back
By Aaron Bolinger
Aaron Bolinger is an ordained pastor, long-time state
political activist particularly where religious liberties are
involved, and an instructor of Political Science, History, and
Theology for Sherman Institute.

Plenty of cliché political jargon surrounds the
pair of federal laws that created the giant health-care
juggernaut dubbed “Obamacare.” This issue brief
surrounding the “nullification” of federal law at the state
level will be no exception. But if the reader – primarily
state legislators looking at assorted ways to skirt this
legal situation – will please excuse the somewhat lighthearted rhetoric of political writings generally, you will
come away with an understanding of just how important
it is that the subject be treated with both caution and
urgency. The public demands both.
For the past century, every little whim of world
financial leadership has been artfully carried forward
into public policy by official Washington. It’s as if
federal office-holders have no indication that the
American public is fed up with “mandates” generally,
and from Washington in particular. Scores of scholars
have transmitted the memo to the masses that
Washington has outgrown its britches, and has taken a
path that both ignores its legitimate Constitutional
duties, and yet engages in acts for which there is no
semblance of authority using even the most bizarre
interpretations of the Queen’s plain English. The socalled “Obamacare” package of legislation is no
exception to the trend – now mandating the purchase of
a product (insurance) from a niche of the financial
services industry that, from all appearances, needs no
additional legislation to prop it up.
So like it or not, state legislators must begin to
act in a manner conducive of the public wheal, lest they
find themselves declared public enemies. “Obamacare”
is the perfect storm by which the American public has
exceeded the normal usage of the term “outcry.” In this
case, they demand nothing less than a complete reversal
of the course being charted by professional lobbyists for
the insurance industry, and ipso facto by the financial
cartels that encompass it.
By definition, Obamacare contains two items of
federal legislation: Public Law 111-148, found in 124
United States Statutes at Large 119 (better known
perhaps satirically as the “Patient Protection and

Affordable Care Act”) and its companion legislation
P.L. 111-152, also known as the “Health Care and
Education Reconciliation Act of 2010,” found at 124
United States Statutes at Large, 1029. Within these
tomes of legalese, decipherable completely only by the
lobbyists and lawyers who drafted them, lie conflicts of
interest, unconstitutional transfers and assumptions of
power from the states to the federal government, and
enough political & economic chicanery to make even the
most hard-core political criminals blush.
It’s just that bad.
And the public knows it.
In many states of our Union, they are demanding
that their assemblies general take action to “nullify”
these federal laws under the approved American
standard of telling Washington to go fly their proverbial
kite.
Like a fourth grader on the playground chanting
“you can’t make me,” a sovereign state cannot be
compelled to do that which its people, or at least a
significant percentage of them, by their very nature, are
uninclined to do. If history proves anything about
Americans in general, it is that they are largely
conformists who will step outside their comfort zone
into the realm of non-conformity if and when the
camel’s nose is already so far inside the tent that their
continued comfort is over. This is more prevalent
among certain aspects of bible believers (Christians),
who can only be pushed to that point where conscience
and public policy collide. As can be seen in the “Should
Christians Have Insurance” article (included in this
booklet), there are people who, believe it or not, do not
have insurance by PERSONAL CHOICE! If it violates
their conscience (“common purse” with the unrighteous
is only one aspect of this), then you are never going to
force them to buy insurance. They would prefer jail
first.
So it is with “Obamacare.”
And for those state legislators who can’t see the
drooling of the dromedary, it is time to simply do what
Washington is politically incapable of doing – order the
tombstones for the socialistic “health” programs that
have all but destroyed our entire nation, and medical
practitioners in this particular case. Hard reality is that
the “New Deal” and its harlot daughters have raked
working Americans over the debt coals to the point that
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the turnips cannot be squeezed for any more blood –
modern medical technology notwithstanding. And
despite some people considering the use of the adjective
“socialist” as a label for Obamacare to be “too strong” –
consider the reality. Many people think that a glittering
understatement. It is totalitarian control of an entire
“industry” – the lion’s share of people in it being
independent practitioners.
To compel people to purchase insurance as a
way to solve the combined Social Security, Medicare,
Medicade, and like medical/financial/political quandary
is akin to motorcycle racing wearing only street clothes.
Either are suicidal.
The difference is, Obamacare is national
suicide.
For state legislators, understanding how
nullification works is a simple matter of studying how it
has been achieved in the past. In this booklet you will
see full-length copies of several state nullification laws
of days gone by. (These are studied in particular detail
within post-secondary level courses I teach.)
And despite the volumes of valid information
about the depths of depravity engrossed in the federal
legislation, the most important point for a state
legislature to remember is that it was the States that
created the Federal Government – not the other way
around. States are NOT agents of the feds. The feds are
agents of the states. And legally, if your agent acts
inappropriately, it is the responsibility of the principal to
correct the agent. Otherwise, the tail will continue
wagging the dog while jumping off more than just a
“fiscal cliff.” The entire nation is doomed.
This is the cornerstone of the argument
supporting the introduction & passage of the item called
“Exhibit A” of model legislation regarding Obamacare.
Ultimately, the entire package of “Obamacare” laws at
the federal level ought to be simply repealed. That
would be the end of the matter. Unfortunately, the
United States Senate has not been behaving like
mouthpieces of the states from which they are sent.
This item, a “binding resolution” would mandate TO
Washington how those Senators ought be thinking and
acting on behalf of their respective State, and the people
therein. (Request the companion “U.S. Senate
Accountability Brief” for more information.)
Secondly, specific model legislation has now
been introduced in a number of states pertaining to
“nullification” of “Obamacare.” At their core, these
items exercise another unquestionable power possessed
by the states to determine constitutionality, and
therefore the ultimate enforce-ability of a given federal
law within their confines. Based on the 9th and 10th
Amendments to the Constitution, and the historical use

of state nullification powers (i.e. Virginia and Kentucky
Resolutions of 1798, also included in this booklet as a
point of reference), states may elect to tailor specific
nullification laws in a variety of ways.
But most important to nullification are the
inclusion of several elements. One of these is the
inclusion of a penalty for violating the nullification
decree. (“Any law without a penalty,” in the words of
SC Rep. Bill Chumley, “makes it merely a suggestion,
not a law.”)
The degree of penalty (felony, misdemeanor,
etc.) is up to the will of the Assembly considering it.
But in general, the public would likely say that because
government attaches arbitrary and sometimes excessive
penalties to status offenses like even traffic citations,
there is no reason to make violation of the Constitution
itself, or the liberties of the people, any less a crime.
Indeed, most feel felony penalties, including loss of the
office held by the offender, are on the table for
consideration in such matters. Violation of oath is, by
most standards, at least equal to the crime of perjury.
Hence, comparable penalties ought to apply.
And while some would think it insane to make it
a state crime to obey a federal law, others would equally
retort that Obamacare criminalizes – with HARSH
penalties – up to $15,000 per day in fines for some
levels of non-compliance – people who simply don’t
choose to buy insurance! Furthermore, as federal law
that lacks all three requirements – constitutional
authority, necessity, and propriety – is no law at all. It is
merely, as stated by the supreme Court:
(16 Am Jur 2d, Sec 177 late 2d, Sec 256)

The general misconception is that any statute
passed by legislators bearing the appearance of law
constitutes the law of the land. The U.S. Constitution is
the supreme law of the land, and any statute, to be valid,
must be In agreement. It is impossible for both the
Constitution and a law violating it to be valid; one must
prevail. This is succinctly stated as follows:
The General rule is that an unconstitutional
statute, though having the form and name of law is in
reality no law, but is wholly void, and ineffective for any
purpose; since unconstitutionality dates from the time of
it's enactment and not merely from the date of the
decision so branding it. An unconstitutional law, in
legal contemplation, is as inoperative as if it had never
been passed. Such a statute leaves the question that it
purports to settle just as it would be had the statute not
been enacted.
Since an unconstitutional law is void, the
general principles follow that it imposes no duties,
confers no rights, creates no office, bestows no power or
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authority on anyone, affords no protection, and justifies
no acts performed under it.....
A void act cannot be legally consistent with a
valid one. An unconstitutional law cannot operate to
supersede any existing valid law. Indeed, insofar as a
statute runs counter to the fundamental law of the lend,
it is superseded thereby.
No one Is bound to obey an unconstitutional law
and no courts are bound to enforce it.

Once a state declares such a condition
(unconstitutionality) exists with a federal law, those
attempting to enforce it are exceeding the official
capacity of their office, and have therefore become
tyrants. Affixing an appropriate penalty for such illegal
behavior – such as that equivalent to perjury – or equal
to what Obamacare attempts to impose on the people of
this nation – are the only two possibilities that make
any sense at all!

Doctors Wage War Against Obama’s Health Care Overhaul
Source: http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2009/07/22/doctors-wage-war-obamas-health-care-overhaul/

As President Obama pushes for passage of his
first major domestic policy change, some physicians are
waging an all-out war against a health care reform bill
they say amounts to nothing more than socialized
medicine.
America's Affordable Health Choices Act of
2009 would create a public health insurance alternative
and require coverage for most Americans and from most
employers.
The American Medical Association -- the
nation's largest physician organization with nearly
250,000 members -- initially opposed the president's
plan, but backed the House Democrats' version of the
bill last week. That has led to an internal dispute that has
resulted in some physicians leaving the nation's largest
doctors' association.
Some doctors charge the bill will lead to inferior
patient care as physician offices around the country
triple their patient lists and become forced to ration care.
"This is war," Dr. George Watson, a Kansas
physician and president-elect of the American
Association of Physicians and Surgeons, told
FOXNews.com Thursday. "This is a bureaucratic
boondoggle to grab control of health care. Everything
that has been proposed in the 1,018 page bill will
contribute to the ruination of medicine."
But congressional leaders like Rep. Jim
McDermott, D-Wash. -- who is a psychiatrist -- say the
physicians' argument is baseless and phrases like
"socialized medicine" are used as a scare tactic to
undermine the president's plan.
"The doctors who have responded this way
exhibit a serious case of doctor greed," McDermott told
FOXNews.com. "They have lost sight of the common
good and the pledge they took in the Hippocratic Oath."
"These people are practicing fear without a
license and they should be subject to a malpractice suit.
If things are so good, why are doctors buried under an

ever-increasing mountain of paperwork from insurance
companies?" McDermott asked.
Watson said the president's reform bill is loaded
with rules and regulations that will ultimately result in
shoddy patient care and long waiting lines. He blasted
the bill as "insidious" by forcing doctors contracted with
Medicare into the nationalized plan -- a "trap" he
described as "involuntary servitude."
The AMA -- which has long opposed
government health care intervention, including the
Clinton's administration's attempt to revamp the system
in 1994 -- issued a statement calling the House version
of the bill "a solid start to achieving health reform this
year that makes a positive difference for patients and
physicians."
"The status quo is unacceptable," president Dr.
J. James Rohack said in July 18 video statement posted
on the AMA Web site. Rohack praised the legislation
for providing health coverage for 97 percent of
Americans, and said the president's plain will "eliminate
coverage denials based on preexisting condition" and
"repeal the fatally flawed Medicare physician payment
formula."
Still, Rohack said, "the debate is far from over,"
adding that the AMA will have a hand in drafting the
final legislation, including a push for medical liability
reform.
Some physicians charge the AMA is putting its
business interests above the most critical issue at stake:
patient care.
"The AMA is not representing patients or
doctors anymore," Arizona physician Dr. Elizabeth Lee
Vliet told FOX News. "Eighty-five percent of their
revenue comes from non-membership sources. They are
in the business of medicine."
While most doctors support some form of health
care reform, a growing number are blasting the
president's proposal and calling for a dramatically
different approach -- one that calls for a system that pays
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for quality rather than quantity of medical procedures
available to patients.
"There's no need to rush a bill through
Congress," said Dr. Donald J. Palmisano, a leading
surgeon and former president of the AMA who heads
the physicians group Coalition to Protect Patients'
Rights. "We don't get praise for getting out of the
operation room quickly. We get praise for doing the
right thing for the patients," he said.
Palmisano said he opposes the president's plan
because patients will no longer be able to properly
contract with their doctors. He is proposing a
patient-centered system that will allow the patient to
own the policy, which he said could be achieved by
using tax credits to buy insurance.
"The government takeover of the practice of
medicine will destroy the private health insurance
companies, and will result in rationing, long lines, and
loss of access to physicians in the patient hour of need,"
he said.
The Mayo Clinic, a non-profit organization and
internationally renowned medical practice group, took
issue with patient care quality that will result if the
president's bill becomes law:
"Although there are some positive provisions in
the current House Tri-Committee bill -- including
insurance for all and payment reform demonstration
projects -- the proposed legislation misses the

opportunity to help create higher-quality, more
affordable health care for patients."
"In fact, it will do the opposite," the clinic said
in a July 16 statement on its Web site.
But Rep. Vic Snyder, D-Ark., a family
physician, called the claim that expanding health
coverage to the uninsured will lead to poor quality "one
of the most ridiculous criticisms I have ever heard."
Opponents of the bill also charge that it will
deter prospective doctors from pursuing a medical
degree -- adding to preexisting concerns over the current
number of doctors.
While the number of doctors available to see
patients has been steadily declining, the House
committees on on Ways and Means, Energy and
Commerce and Education and Labor have included a
provision that immediately expands primary care and
nurse training programs to increase the size of the
workforce.
The measures include strengthening grant
programs for primary care training institutions and
bolstering existing preventive medicine programs. The
bill also calls for improving existing student loan,
scholarship and loan repayment programs in an effort to
increase the number of health care professionals.
Read more:
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2009/07/22/doctors-wage-war-oba
mas-health-care-overhaul/#ixzz2H3zVi1Gi

People That Understand the Massive Health Care Bill Join
"Physicians Against Obama Care"
By Jake Powell
Source: http://ezinearticles.com/?People-That-Understand-the-Massive-Health-Care-Bill-Join-Physicians-Against-Obama-Care&id=4280533

For those that watch FOX news or read the Wall
Street Journal, it might be hard to not hear about the
damages that the Obama Care health care bill unleashes.
Not only does it worsen the budget deficit, but it hits the
pocketbooks of the poverty-level Americans that will be
forced to purchase health insurance or face fines and
penalties. It places additional burdens on the medical
field and limits fees that surgeons, medical specialists,
anesthesiologists and others in the medical field can
charge, discouraging some that want to go into this field.
The fact that it benefits the greedy insurance
companies makes it the biggest slap in the face of all.
Many people have heard about the salaries of
management at AIG, who got government bailout
money, while neurosurgeons, cardiologists and other
medical specialists are limited in their annual salaries,
which are FAR less. What politicians started to do was

reform health insurance, but instead they passed the
massive Obama Care health care reform bill that does
anything but increase the number of policies they will
sell and allows them to increase premiums to make up
for those with pre-existing conditions.
For the conservative Americans and the medical
professionals that understand the ramifications of this
ill-conceived Obama Care health care bill, they know it
is unconstitutional to force poor people to buy health
insurance or be fined. In fact, there are many states that
have their Attorney Generals working on the small print
to overturn the bill on these grounds. Small businesses
that face large penalties based on "per-employee" fines
over health insurance will be forced to raise costs and
the medical field will become over-burdened with the
patient load that will have all kinds of patients
scheduling appointments for preventive medicine
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appointments while those that need urgent care will be
waiting in line for months, to get to their scheduled
appointment time.
Those that are aware of what the Obama Care
health care bill contains are already fighting to have the
bill overturned. Not only has the Association of
American Physicians and Surgeons already filed a
lawsuit, but there are many surgeons and physicians,
along with medical specialists and conservative
Americans that want to join the fight. There are
politicians that don't agree with the Obama Care health
care bill because it only passed the House by 4 votes, the
majority which were Democrats and 34 Democrats
didn't even vote for it. Because Obama and Pelosi were
in such a political rush to get the bill passed, politicians
without backbones passed it so they could break for
their upcoming holiday.

That doesn't mean that surgeons, physicians,
medical specialists and conservative Americans can't
join the fight to over-turn the massive Obama Care
health care bill. You can visit the homepage where the
physicians against Obama Care can register their
opinions by voting in the polls and signing the iPetition.
For those that are concerned Americans, medical
professionals and those that care about the Constitution
of the United States, you can have your say by visiting
http://www.physiciansagainstobamacare.org
To cast your vote against ObamaCare and sign our iPetition,
please visit [http://www.physiciansagainstobamacare.org/ ]

Article Source: http://EzineArticles.com/4280533

5 Freedoms You'd Lose in Health Care Reform
By Shawn Tully
Source: http://money.cnn.com/2009/07/24/news/economy/health_care_reform_obama.fortune/

If you read the fine print in the Congressional
plans, you'll find that a lot of cherished aspects
of the current system would disappear.
NEW YORK (Fortune) -- In promoting his health-care
agenda, President Obama has repeatedly reassured
Americans that they can keep their existing health plans
-- and that the benefits and access they prize will be
enhanced through reform.
A close reading of the two main bills, one
backed by Democrats in the House and the other issued
by Sen. Edward Kennedy's Health committee, contradict
the President's assurances. To be sure, it isn't easy to
comb through their 2,000 pages of tortured legal
language. But page by page, the bills reveal a web of
restrictions, fines, and mandates that would radically
change your health-care coverage.
If you prize choosing your own cardiologist or
urologist under your company's Preferred Provider
Organization plan (PPO), if your employer rewards your
non-smoking, healthy lifestyle with reduced premiums,
if you love the bargain Health Savings Account (HSA)
that insures you just for the essentials, or if you simply
take comfort in the freedom to spend your own money
for a policy that covers the newest drugs and diagnostic
tests -- you may be shocked to learn that you could lose
all of those good things under the rules proposed in the
two bills that herald a health-care revolution.
In short, the Obama platform would mandate
extremely full, expensive, and highly subsidized

coverage -- including a lot of benefits people would
never pay for with their own money -- but deliver it
through a highly restrictive, HMO-style plan that will
determine what care and tests you can and can't have. It's
a revolution, all right, but in the wrong direction.
Let's explore the five freedoms that Americans
would lose under Obamacare:
1. Freedom to choose what's in your plan
The bills in both houses require that Americans
purchase insurance through "qualified" plans offered by
health-care "exchanges" that would be set up in each
state. The rub is that the plans can't really compete based
on what they offer. The reason: The federal government
will impose a minimum list of benefits that each plan is
required to offer.
Today, many states require these "standard
benefits packages" -- and they're a major cause for the
rise in health-care costs. Every group, from
chiropractors to alcohol-abuse counselors, do lobbying
to get included. Connecticut, for example, requires
reimbursement for hair transplants, hearing aids, and in
vitro fertilization.
The Senate bill would require coverage for
prescription drugs, mental-health benefits, and
substance-abuse services. It also requires policies to
insure "children" until the age of 26. That's just the
starting list. The bills would allow the Department of
Health and Human Services to add to the list of required
benefits, based on recommendations from a committee
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of experts. Americans, therefore, wouldn't even know
what's in their plans and what they're required to pay for,
directly or indirectly, until after the bills become law.
2. Freedom to be rewarded for healthy living, or pay
your real costs
As with the previous example, the Obama plan
enshrines into federal law one of the worst features of
state legislation: community rating. Eleven states,
ranging from New York to Oregon, have some form of
community rating. In its purest form, community rating
requires that all patients pay the same rates for their
level of coverage regardless of their age or medical
condition.
Americans with pre-existing conditions need
subsidies under any plan, but community rating is a
dubious way to bring fairness to health care. The reason
is twofold: First, it forces young people, who typically
have lower incomes than older workers, to pay far more
than their actual cost, and gives older workers, who can
afford to pay more, a big discount. The state laws
gouging the young are a major reason so many of them
have joined the ranks of uninsured.
Under the Senate plan, insurers would be barred
from charging any more than twice as much for one
patient vs. any other patient with the same coverage. So
if a 20-year-old who costs just $800 a year to insure is
forced to pay $2,500, a 62-year-old who costs $7,500
would pay no more than $5,000.
Second, the bills would ban insurers from
charging differing premiums based on the health of their
customers. Again, that's understandable for folks with
diabetes or cancer. But the bills would bar rewarding
people who pursue a healthy lifestyle of exercise or a
cholesterol-conscious diet. That's hardly a formula for
lower costs. It's as if car insurers had to charge the same
rates to safe drivers as to chronic speeders with a history
of accidents.
3. Freedom to choose high-deductible coverage
The bills threaten to eliminate the one part of
the market truly driven by consumers spending their
own money. That's what makes a market, and health care
needs more of it, not less.
Hundreds of companies now offer Health
Savings Accounts to about 5 million employees. Those
workers deposit tax-free money in the accounts and get a
matching contribution from their employer. They can
use the funds to buy a high-deductible plan -- say for
major medical costs over $12,000. Preventive care is
reimbursed, but patients pay all other routine doctor
visits and tests with their own money from the HSA
account. As a result, HSA users are far more

cost-conscious than customers who are reimbursed for
the majority of their care.
The bills seriously endanger the trend toward
consumer-driven care in general. By requiring minimum
packages, they would prevent patients from choosing
stripped-down plans that cover only major medical
expenses. "The government could set extremely low
deductibles that would eliminate HSAs," says John
Goodman of the National Center for Policy Analysis, a
free-market research group. "And they could do it after
the bills are passed."
4. Freedom to keep your existing plan
This is the freedom that the President keeps
emphasizing. Yet the bills appear to say otherwise. It's
worth diving into the weeds -- the territory where most
pundits and politicians don't seem to have ventured.
The legislation divides the insured into two
main groups, and those two groups are treated
differently with respect to their current plans. The first
are employees covered by the Employee Retirement
Security Act of 1974. ERISA regulates companies that
are self-insured, meaning they pay claims out of their
cash flow, and don't have real insurance. Those are the
GEs (GE, Fortune 500) and Time Warners (TWX,
Fortune 500) and most other big companies.
The House bill states that employees covered by
ERISA plans are "grandfathered." Under ERISA, the
plans can do pretty much what they want -- they're
exempt from standard packages and community rating
and can reward employees for healthy lifestyles even in
restrictive states.
But read on.
The bill gives ERISA employers a five-year
grace period when they can keep offering plans free
from the restrictions of the "qualified" policies offered
on the exchanges. But after five years, they would have
to offer only approved plans, with the myriad rules
we've already discussed. So for Americans in large
corporations, "keeping your own plan" has a strict
deadline. In five years, like it or not, you'll get dumped
into the exchange. As we'll see, it could happen a lot
earlier.
The outlook is worse for the second group. It
encompasses employees who aren't under ERISA but get
actual insurance either on their own or through small
businesses. After the legislation passes, all insurers that
offer a wide range of plans to these employees will be
forced to offer only "qualified" plans to new customers,
via the exchanges.
The employees who got their coverage before
the law goes into effect can keep their plans, but once
again, there's a catch. If the plan changes in any way --
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by altering co-pays, deductibles, or even switching
coverage for this or that drug -- the employee must drop
out and shop through the exchange. Since these plans
generally change their policies every year, it's likely that
millions of employees will lose their plans in 12 months.
5. Freedom to choose your doctors
The Senate bill requires that Americans buying
through the exchanges -- and as we've seen, that will
soon be most Americans -- must get their care through
something called "medical home." Medical home is
similar to an HMO. You're assigned a primary care
doctor, and the doctor controls your access to
specialists. The primary care physicians will decide
which services, like MRIs and other diagnostic scans,
are best for you, and will decide when you really need to
see a cardiologists or orthopedists.
Under the proposals, the gatekeepers would
theoretically guide patients to tests and treatments that
have proved most cost-effective. The danger is that
doctors will be financially rewarded for denying care, as
were HMO physicians more than a decade ago. It was
consumer outrage over despotic gatekeepers that made
the HMOs so unpopular, and killed what was billed as
the solution to America's health-care cost explosion.
The bills do not specifically rule out fee-forservice plans as options to be offered through the
exchanges. But remember, those plans -- if they exist --

would be barred from charging sick or elderly patients
more than young and healthy ones. So patients would be
inclined to game the system, staying in the HMO while
they're healthy and switching to fee-for-service when
they become seriously ill. "That would kill
fee-for-service in a hurry," says Goodman.
In reality, the flexible, employer-based plans
that now dominate the landscape, and that Americans so
cherish, could disappear far faster than the 5 year "grace
period" that's barely being discussed.
Companies would have the option of paying an
8% payroll tax into a fund that pays for coverage for
Americans who aren't covered by their employers. It
won't happen right away -- large companies must wait a
couple of years before they opt out. But it will happen,
since it's likely that the tax will rise a lot more slowly
than corporate health-care costs, especially since they'll
be lobbying Washington to keep the tax under control in
the righteous name of job creation.
The best solution is to move to a let-freedomring regime of high deductibles, no community rating,
no standard benefits, and cross-state shopping for
bargains (another market-based reform that's strictly
taboo in the bills). I'll propose my own solution in
another piece soon on Fortune.com. For now, we suffer
with a flawed health-care system, but we still have our
Five Freedoms. Call them the Five Endangered
Freedoms.

Will There Be Any Physicians Left To Implement ObamaCare?
Nov 26, 2012
Central Planners' Miscalculations Have Consequences.
By: G. Keith Smith, M.D., - http://www.SurgeryCenterOK.com
http://www.aapsonline.org/index.php/site/article/central_planners_miscalculations_have_consequences/

After the election, the victors are exulting that
ObamaCare is here to stay, and that the “best is yet to
come” as their glorious plans to “fundamentally
transform America” can proceed.
In their intellectual arrogance, the powerseekers have left a key variable out of their calculations:
human behavior. Their predictions, for example, of
increased revenue from increased taxation, are based on
“static analysis.” They assume that people will not
change their behavior, as when they think they are being
robbed.
They assume that doctors will keep working,
just as they always have, even though they may
complain. But people need to see how this assumption
has worked out before.
One of the finest surgeons I’ve ever worked
with was an Argentinian hand surgeon. Before coming

to the United States, he was waiting tables. The
government of Argentina’s version of Obamacare made
waiting tables more attractive to him than practicing
medicine. The government miscalculated, never
considering that a talented surgeon would make what
Austrian economists call a comparison of doing surgery
to “the next best alternative use” of resources. This
surgeon was better able to feed himself and his family
by waiting tables. He simply resorted to the next best
use of his time and labor.
The consideration of the next best alternative
use of an individual’s time and resources is innate,
something that each and every one of us does without
even thinking. The belief that American physicians
won’t do this is naive and arrogant. It may represent one
of the greatest miscalculations in the bloody history of
central planning. And what will “medicine” look like if
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the “providers” work begrudgingly, under terms that
they see as detrimental to their own interests and their
patients?
Physicians in this country will always be
physicians. However, they might not be practicing
medicine. The tyrants who would point a gun at a doctor
to extract some “right” to health care assume that the
doctors will show up for this work camp the next day,
again and again, instead of seeking work conditions that
are more advantageous. The current shortage of
physicians will look like a surplus in a short time, if
price controls and bureaucratic risk outweigh the benefit
of medical practice.
As the nation drifts toward socialist
redistribution and totalitarianism, economic
miscalculations will proliferate as government
economists assume that, this time, the laws of
economics can somehow be suspended.
Already there are many examples.
A few years ago, Walmart opened its first stores
in Canada. Not long afterward, they met the iron fist of
the unions and their demands. The workers belonging to
these unions miscalculated. Walmart simply shut down
these stores, eliminating these folks’ jobs. I suppose it
never occurred to them that Walmart would react in this
way.
More recently, Hostess workers miscalculated,
never imagining that the company would simply close.
Hostess was exercising one of our few remaining rights,
that of refusing to operate a company on terms that are
not mutually beneficial.
New Yorkers elected a mayor they thought
cared about them even more than they cared about
themselves, as evidenced by his recent push to ban large
sodas. Their health and well-being was his primary
concern, right? Their miscalculation was apparent
recently when he refused the help of non-union power
workers in the aftermath of hurricane Sandy, revealing
his true priorities.
When Medicare began, the price paid for
physician and hospital services was whatever the

physician or hospital wanted to charge. Predictably,
more service was provided. In the early 1990s, the
central planners tried to correct their earlier error with
the Resource-Based Relative Value Scale, cutting
physician fees drastically. They miscalculated again.
First, they thought that they were able to come up with a
rational price from their abstract formulas, and second,
they set it too low, below the market-clearing price, so
that physicians are increasingly reluctant to see
Medicare patients.
With ObamaCare, there is little evidence that
the government officials and bureaucrats who created
the current disaster have learned anything. They still
hold the fatal conceit that they can dictate human
behavior from on high without causing misery, mayhem,
and death.
Dr. G. Keith Smith is a board certified
anesthesiologist in private practice since 1990. In 1997,
he co-founded The Surgery Center of Oklahoma, an
outpatient surgery center in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
owned by 40 of the top physicians and surgeons in
central Oklahoma. Dr. Smith serves as the medical
director, CEO and managing partner while maintaining
an active anesthesia practice.
In 2009, Dr. Smith launched a website
displaying all-inclusive pricing for various surgical
procedures, a move that has gained him and the facility,
national and even international attention. Many
Canadians and uninsured Americans have been treated
at his facility, taking advantage of the low and
transparent pricing available.
Operation of this free market medical practice,
arguably the only one of its kind in the U.S., has gained
the endorsement of policymakers and legislators
nationally. More and more self-funded insurance plans
are taking advantage of Dr. Smith’s pricing model,
resulting in significant savings to their employee health
plans. His hope is for as many facilities as possible to
adopt a transparent pricing model, a move he believes
will lower costs for all and improve quality of care.

The Risks and Perils of Obamacare
Oct 19, 2012
Dr. Farid Naffah wrote and paid to have the below letter printed in Ohio newspapers.
http://www.aapsonline.org/index.php/site/article/the_risks_and_perils_of_obamacare/

Many of those who cheered in March 2010,
when the Affordable Care Act was signed into law,
continue to be bamboozled by its promise. As details of
the plan have emerged, however, a large number of
people have changed their minds, realizing that what
was pledged is an administrative and fiscal disaster,

bringing higher health care costs, a severe physician
shortage, and the rationing of medical services. In brief,
a recipe for mediocrity.
If all you know about Obamacare is that it will
provide insurance to 32 million Americans who don’t
have it; that patients with pre-existing conditions may
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not be excluded from coverage; that certain screening
procedures are offered without co-payments, and that
children may remain on their parents’ plan until the age
of twenty-six, you would have no reason to fear or
oppose it. Sadly, that is exactly where the Obama White
House wants you to be: in sheer ignorance of the
innumerable provisions that make up the 2,700 pages of
the law. A law that directs you to providers you may not
choose or even like, that forces you to pay more for the
services you receive and that decides what level of care
is suitable for you. Most disturbingly, it is a law that
subjugates your doctors’ judgment-and their
livelihood-to bureaucratic authority. Those whom you
have come to regard as the guardians of your health will
have other motives than to preserve or improve it.
If the Affordable Care Act is not socialized
medicine it will of necessity lead to it, by the exercise of
regulatory mechanisms and fiscal pressure. Medicine
will no longer be a liberal profession, but a government
job, where your physician’s desire to excel in the
delivery of care will cede its place to the fulfillment of
government imposed requirements, the adherence to
imperious rules and the fear of retribution.
In a first phase, Obamacare eliminates private
physicians and consolidates the practice of medicine
around hospital institutions. President Obama once
promised “If you like your doctor, you can keep him.”
What he omitted to mention is that, sooner or later, your
doctor will go out of business.
The Affordable Care Act prohibits physicians
from owning hospitals and implements measures to
cripple and bankrupt their practices. Drastic cuts in
reimbursement and a slew of new regulations have
already led to the closing of many free-standing
facilities or their acquisition by neighboring hospitals.
Regulations have escalated to the point that full
compliance has become virtually impossible.
Physicians’ offices are raided on a massive scale and
systematically audited to recover monies allegedly paid
in wrongful billing. Impropriety is quickly adjudicated
and called fraud to justify the huge fines which are then
imposed. The intimidation and the resulting financial
strain often lead physicians to close their practices.
Auditors entreated with that task are compensated with a
generous portion of the fines they collect, leaving little
doubt as to their incentives. This is absurd in any free
society but many physicians capitulate, in fear of
retaliation. Those who contest the ruling do so at their
own expense and, when victorious, can only hope to
recover the fines they paid.
That state of affairs, buttressed by media
sensationalism and its unrelenting attack on the medical
profession, unfortunately lends credence to the notion

that physicians are somehow responsible for Medicare’s
fiscal insolvency, a ridiculous notion, but one that
furthers the Obama administration’s agenda to strip
them of practice ownership and make them employees.
Many have already resigned themselves to the new
fiscal reality and hasten to avert the inevitable collapse.
As they quietly surrender their practices for a hospital
job, often in bitterness and depression, they put a
pragmatic face on their decision. They soon find
themselves trapped into roles they never wanted or felt
prepared to assume. They become demoralized,
sometimes rancorous, as they enter a world ruled by
bureaucrats who, generally, don’t have a fraction of their
education, their training or their experience. Yet, a
hospital CEO typically earns north of a million dollars,
sometimes several million. Other administrators are also
generously remunerated but an internist can only hope
for a $150,000 annual salary.
Medical education and training is an arduous
and lengthy process, requiring anywhere between seven
and thirteen years after college, and its cost is
exorbitant. Few students faced with the prospect of a
career under Obamacare will sacrifice their youth to
study medicine, while incurring a greater than $200,000
debt. First year earnings are often higher for MBA and
law school graduates than for primary care physicians,
with four or five fewer years committed to the study of
their discipline, and their quality of life is certainly more
appealing. They don’t work evenings, weekends or
holidays, and rarely, if ever, do they have to face a
lawsuit.
It should therefore come as no surprise that,
according to a recent survey, nine out of ten physicians
currently dissuade their children from pursuing a career
in medicine. The desirability of a medical career is
nowhere better reflected than in the plummeting number
of applications to medical school during the last
generation. The quality of medical education will
undoubtedly decline and the AAMC (Association of
American Medical Colleges) predicts that by the year
2025, there will be a physician shortage of 160,000.
What that means is that nearly one of five people will
have insurance coverage but no access to health care.
The reality is probably even bleaker, as disillusioned
physicians, by then all employees, will have cut their
hours, become less efficient and less productive, lost
their desire for excellence and taken early retirement.
When health care is not accessible, many will
have to go without it, suffer or die. When physicians
cannot be found in their offices and a growing
population who demands care cannot be served,
emergency rooms will be flooded, crowding out the
critically ill, and lines will form at their doors. Those
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who were around in the late 1970s will remember with
bitter nostalgia the long lines that formed at gas stations
during the Carter years.
What happens when a physician’s practice is
acquired by a hospital is that the cost of health care
soars. So much so that you will quickly long for the days
when a mammogram and a screening colonoscopy
entailed a small co-payment. Hospitals are compensated
by Medicare and private insurers at rates far higher then
the modest payments made to private physicians. For
example, a routine visit which runs seventy dollars at
your private doctor’s office will cost over $120.00 when
that office becomes part of the hospital outpatient
department. An echocardiogram, which costs $373.00 in
a cardiologist’s office may bring in $1,600.00 when that
office enjoys the hospital outpatient designation. A
colonoscopy, reimbursed at a flat facility fee of $350 in
an ambulatory center, easily reaches three times that
amount when charges are itemized under the hospital
label.
In today’s economic reality, most patients with
private insurance have large deductibles, ranging from
$2,000 to $5,000 dollars. The increased cost burden
incurred by hospital billing becomes the patient’s
responsibility until the deductible is met and, even after
that, co- payments remain considerably higher.
Insurance premiums will therefore continue to rise, to
accommodate the higher charges, and will set the stage
for rationing. There just isn’t enough money to go
around.
Yet even so, Obamacare will continue forcing
physicians out of their practices, by pressuring them to
join accountable care organizations (ACO), and that will
effectively dismantle the patient-physician relationship.
The ACO is a new government-imposed structure, a
group of physicians, in charge of delivering care to a
certain population of patients. Its stated goal is to
improve quality, by the fulfillment of preset criteria, and
cut cost, by coordinating care amongst physicians and
eliminating waste. ACO’s indeed have a financial
incentive in cutting cost as they retain a portion of the
savings they realize. Accordingly, physicians will find
themselves in the uncomfortable position of denying
care in the name of fiscal responsibility. Their obligation
to their patients may be compromised by their loyalty to
the group and the pressure to save may overtake the
commitment to heal. Inferior care will rear its ugly head
and frown upon unwilling partners in this new pact of
negotiable morality.
We will thus have established a new standard,
one that the government will hail as thoughtful and well
proportioned, that hospital administrators will label as
coordinated and aptly delivered, and that regulators and

accreditation agencies will honor as compliant.
Regardless, the rest of us will recognize the new
standard for what it really is: medical mediocrity.
Contrary to what its name suggests, the Patient
Protection and Affordable HealthCare Act neither
protects patients nor is affordable. It only protects a new
mammoth bureaucracy created to enforce the law by
pilfering precious healthcare dollars. Innumerable
agencies and boards will rise to administer those
changes, i.e. provide insurance coverage to residents of
each state, including illegal immigrants, and no fewer
than
16,500 new IRS agents will be hired to monitor
abidance by the law. Hundreds of billions of taxpayer
dollars will be seized from the Medicare fund and
squandered to support the new bureaucracy, seriously
imperiling the treatment of seniors. And if that were not
enough, the law imposes scores of new taxes and tariffs
on individuals and businesses, most of which will hit the
middle class.
Furthermore, patients are far from protected. In
fact, their rights are trampled upon as new paradigms are
applied to the management of their health and they are
forced to pay for services they find morally
reprehensible.
Supporters of the bill, including our
congressional representatives, were dangerously
misinformed about its contents and its devastating
effects. The president and his allies preached that
universal coverage was a moral issue but were careful to
avoid discussion regarding the methods they would use
to achieve it and the bleak future those methods portend
on the quality of care, not to mention the economy. They
wanted you to believe that just because the idea was
good, the bill was sound.
We would like to remind those fervent believers
that support of the Arab Spring also seemed honorable
and lofty but its execution proved foolish and
calamitous. Those naive enough to trust the unfailing
wisdom of government surely remember that sub-prime
lending allowed many to achieve the American dream
but led to the largest financial crisis in recent history.
Misplaced generosity ushered the way to collective
insolvency. Not only did the beneficiaries pay dearly but
society went down with them. The plan was
ill-conceived, its prosecution bungled. Similarly, not
only will the health care law fail to bring good medicine
to the newly insured, it will deprive everyone else of the
quality care they have so far enjoyed.
“If what Romney and Ryan say about Medicare
is true, how come our plan is endorsed by the AMA
(American Medical Association), the ‘national’
American Hospital Association and, most importantly,
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the AARP (Association of American Retired Persons)”,
challenged Vice- President Biden in a recent campaign
speech in Fort Myers, to an innocent and cheering group
of supporters. Were they to infer that those
organizations, perhaps by virtue of their names, are
somehow the defenders of our rights, the guarantors of
our morality? AARP is in the business of selling
insurance and expects large profits from Obamacare’s
onslaught on Medicare Advantage plans. Hospitals, the
big winners in the Health Care Act, will see their coffers
swell as doctors become their employees and patients
pay more for services. Even catholic hospitals have
embraced the law, while the Catholic Church is suing
the federal government over it. As to the American
Medical Association, far from representing physicians,
with fewer than 17% holding membership, it survives on
government funds. Mr. Vice-President, we are not
stupid.
In her address at the Democratic National
Convention, Health and Human Services Secretary
Sibelius declared that, for Democrats, Obamacare was a
“badge of honor”. But if it is so wonderful, why have so
many companies and organizations been exempted from
it? Secretory Sibelius’ words betray her true sentiments,
for the passage of the Affordable Care Act was purely a
political victory, achieved solely by one party, without a
single vote on the other side of the aisle. Such a political
victory was hardly a way to bring the country together.
It is fiscally catastrophic, the ruin of Medicare as we
know it and, what is worse, the harbinger of the most
dreaded consequence in a country where health care has
been the envy of the world: medical mediocrity.
Last year, Ohioans voted by a two-third majority
to opt out of Obamacare. Today, that majority would be
even greater. By 2015, when the law is fully
implemented, ACOs have burgeoned around the
country, to which patients are assigned without their
knowledge, the IPAB (Independent Payment Advisory
Board) is rendering decisions on the care to which you
are entitled, and doctors are totally demoralized, few if
any, will want the law upheld. The law must be
repealed. Unfortunately, that will be impossible if
President Obama is elected to a second term.
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House of Representative Speaker Nancy Pelosi
famously said at the 2010 legislative conference for the

National Association of Counties on March 9: “But we
have to pass the bill so that you can find out what is in
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it, away from the fog of the controversy.” Before the
bill’s passage, Rep. John Conyers (D-MI), chairman of
the House Judiciary Committee, said: “I love these
members, they get up and say, ‘read the bill.’ What good
is reading the bill if it’s a thousand pages long and you
don’t have two days and two lawyers to find out
what it means after you read the bill?”
In fact, it took much longer than two days, more
like a week, just to skim through the Patient Protection
and Affordable Care Act (“the Act”) as passed into law,
which is 906 pages long in single-spaced statutory
format. It would also take a whole team of lawyers just
to look up the citations to previous laws. Since the Act
passed, tax accountants, insurance actuaries, and others
have been attempting to translate its provisions into
numbers that affect their industries. Most importantly, it
is actually impossible to know the ultimate impact:
this is an enabling act that sets up the infrastructure for
later implementation by some 159 new bureaucracies.
The all-important details are not in the Act itself, but
will be created by administrative agencies, insulated
from the controversies in the political process—and
from accountability at the ballot box.
While reading, I placed tabs, using sticky notes
of five colors: green for taxation; pink for regulation;
blue for legal consequences (litigation, prosecution, and
penalties—administrative, civil, or criminal);
peach-colored for pork or special-interest group favors;
and yellow for other, such as social engineering. Of
course, the classification is arbitrary, and there is
significant overlap. There are no “patient protection” or
“affordable care” tabs per se: these may be the desired
objectives, but the machinery involves taxation,
regulation, and punishment, as in the form of mandates,
subsidies, and price controls. All provisions actually
increase the cost of providing care, although they
redistribute the burden of meeting the costs—from
subscribers to insurers, patients to “providers,” or one
group of taxpayers to another. The key themes are
redistribution of wealth, political and racial favoritism,
and expansion of the welfare/surveillance state.
The following analysis is by no means
exhaustive. As is apparent from the quotations of the
statutory language, enormous implications may easily be
hidden in a few words.
Taxation
Redistribution
The section entitled “prohibition of discrimination based on [low] salary” (p 17, §2716) prohibits
requiring low-wage workers to contribute the same
dollar amount or percentage of income as higher-

wage workers to their health plan. This means that
higher-wage workers can be required to contribute more,
in absolute or relative terms. In other words, premiums
can be based on wages, and if a required premium is
viewed as a tax, it is a progressive or redistributive tax.
Individual Tax Credits
Complex rules for determining eligibility for
refundable tax credits, reduced cost sharing, and
exemptions from “individual responsibility” requirements begin on p 95. Factors include employment status,
income, family size, marital status, religion, membership in an Indian tribe, whether one or more individuals
in the beneficiary’s family are not lawfully present (p
100), and other information that the secretary of the
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) (“the
Secretary”) shall prescribe. The Secretary will have to
verify information in consultation with the secretary of
the U.S. Treasury, the secretary of the Department of
Homeland Security, and the commissioner of the Social
Security Administration.
Small Employer Tax Credit
Small business owners received a postcard from
the Treasury Department informing them of a 35% tax
credit to employers with less than 25 full-time
employees averaging less than $50,000 per year in
wages (p 120, §45R). For the “three simple steps,” the
National Federation of Independent Business (NFIB)
prepared a calculator (see
www.nfib.com/issues-elections/healthcare/creditcalculat
ors). One business owner calculated that his credit
would actually be zero, and that a 35% tax credit would
be available only to firms with 10 employees averaging
$25,000 per year.1
Individual Mandate
In Subtitle F, Shared Responsibility for
Healthcare, Part 1–Individual responsibility (p 124,
§1501), the “requirement to maintain minimum essential
coverage” begins with the constitutional rationale: The
requirement is “commercial and economic in nature, and
substantially affects interstate commerce….” The Act
notes that without the individual mandate, many
individuals would wait to purchase health insurance
until they needed care—without acknowledging that this
results partly from the guaranteed issue and community
rating provisions of the Act.
Although Obama argued, while campaigning for
the bill, that this mandate was not a tax, the Department
of Justice cites the Anti-Injunction Act in its motion to
dismiss a challenge brought by the state of Florida and
other plaintiffs. This law restricts the courts from
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interfering with the government’s ability to collect
taxes.2 The taxing power of Congress is another
rationale claimed to support constitutionality, in case the
Commerce Clause is held to be inapplicable.
Employer Mandate
Part II of Subtitle F, beginning on p 134,
concerns the employer’s part of the “shared
responsibility.” The treatment of employers under the
law depends on the number of employees. Hiring the
201st , 101st, or 51st employee has significant implications. Rules for counting the number of employees are
given on pp 53-54, §1304. The rules are quite complex
and concern not only the provision of coverage, but for
“large” employers (more than 200 full-time workers)
include extensive reporting requirements.
More than two-thirds of companies, and 80% of
small businesses, could be forced to change their current
coverage because it is so easy to lose the “grandfathered” status of existing plans. Even businesses that
offer “correct” coverage may not escape penalties, as
they will have to pay penalties up to $3,000 for every
employee who receives a subsidy because his contribution is deemed unaffordable (exceeding 8% of his
income). As many as one-third of employers could face
these penalties, which amount to an additional tax on
employment.3
Expansion of Medicaid
Medicaid coverage is extended to those whose
income does not exceed 133% of the poverty line (p
153, Title II, Subtitle A, §2001). The “Cornhusker
Kickback,” reportedly used to buy the vote of Sen.
Ben Nelson of Nebraska, is extended to all 50 states (p
154). Federal funding for medical assistance for
individuals newly eligible under the mandate will be
100% from January 1, 2014, until December 31, 2016.
After this, the amount of federal subsidies seems to
depend on whether the state qualifies as “an expansion
state.”
A special adjustment to the Federal Medical
Assistance Percentage (FMAP) is made for certain states
recovering from a major disaster. Louisiana, owing to
Hurricane Katrina, appears to be the only state meeting
the definition (p 156, §2006), hence the appellation
“Louisiana Purchase,” believed to be the price of the
vote of Sen. Mary Landrieu of Louisiana.
Of the 32 million people who are expected to
gain benefits because of the Act, 16 million will result
from the expansion of Medicaid and the Children’s
Health Insurance Program (CHIP). “The fate of health
care reform depends on the fate of Medicaid,” writes
Sara Rosenbaum, J.D, of the George Washington

University Medical Center.4 States that are challenging
the Act in federal district court in Florida argue that
Congress has essentially hijacked the Medicaid
program, forcing states to become unwilling partners in
an unlawful legislative scheme.4
In addition to the direct tax implications from
expanding Medicaid, states lose premium taxes when
people lose their private coverage and are forced into
Medicaid. These taxes contributed some $6.5 billion to
state budgets in 2008; in Nevada, they funded one-third
of Medicaid.5
Taxes on Medical Items and Insurance Benefits
Presidential promises notwithstanding, many
explicit taxes in the Act will affect middle and
low-income individuals. The 40% tax on excess
“Cadillac” benefits, assuming anybody will still want
them in lieu of higher wages, is estimated to hit 12% of
workers at the outset but by 2018 will likely include
many of today’s average plans as the threshold is
indexed to general inflation rather than medical cost
inflation.3
Taxes on the sick are increased by limiting the
itemized deduction for medical expenses to the amount
that exceeds 10%, rather than 7.5% of adjusted gross
income (p 750, §9013). By the time this is fully
implemented, the Joint Committee on Taxation
estimates it will affect 14.8 million taxpayers, 14.7
million of whom earn less than $200,000 a year.6 Half of
those taking advantage of this deduction earn less than
$50,000 a year.7
Then there are taxes on prescription drugs,
medical devices from CT scanners to surgical scissors,
insurers, and tanning beds whether used for medical or
cosmetic purposes. These taxes could cost the typical
family of four with job-based coverage an additional
$1,000 a year in higher premiums.3
Billions of Additional Tax Forms
Because of the “Expansion of Information
Reporting Requirements,” (p 737, §9006), businesses
will have to issue a form 1099 to any entity with which
it does more than $600 worth of business in a year,
including corporations. This includes rent, fuel, office
supplies, new or used cars, package delivery services,
and lunch—not just non-wage income to unincorporated
independent contractors. As an unrelated “pay for” in
the Act, the provision is estimated to increase revenue
by $1.7 billion a year. Rep. Dan Lungren (R-CA)
introduced H.R. 5141 to repeal this costly accounting
nightmare. 8
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Tax on Investment Income
Starting in 2013, the 3.8% Medicare tax will be
applied to capital gains and investment income if an
individual’s total gross income exceeds $200,000 or a
couple’s exceeds $250,000. Middle-class people would
be subject to this tax even if they were “rich” for only
one day: the day they sold their house and bought a new
one.9
The Effect of Inflation
If inflation hits 10%, the $100,000 a year earner
gets to the $200,000 threshold in 7.5 years.10 The
threshold for additional taxes is not indexed for
inflation—an additional incentive for government to
debase the currency.
Regulation
Regulations that Outlaw True Insurance
There can be no lifetime limits on coverage (p
13, §2711), and annual limits are also restricted.
Actuaries need to know the risk of incurring a loss and
the dollar value of the loss. Casualty insurance places a
replacement value on your car or house, and liability
coverage places a limit on the amount of payout. Health
insurance, in contrast, will have to be open ended and
virtually unlimited—except of course by the solvency of
the insurer or the government, or the rulings of a de
facto rationing board.
The prohibition on rescissions (p 13, §2712)
meets a popular demand, although it may not represent
much change from the status quo. It has generally been
illegal to cancel a policy just because a claim is made,
although it was and still is legal to cancel it if the
insured has committed fraud or made an intentional
misrepresentation of material fact.
“Fair health insurance premiums” (p 37, §2701)
are redistributional, and overcharge low-risk individuals.
There is guaranteed issue (p 36) and a form of
community rating: Variation of premiums by age is
limited, and they may not be based on health status
(except for smoking).
“Quality” and “Efficiency”
“Ensuring the quality of care” (p 17, §2717)
requires implementation of quality reporting, activities
to reduce medical errors through the use of “best clinical
practices,” “evidence-based medicine,” and “health
information technology.” It encourages the use of new
structures such as medical homes and thus discourages
traditional independent forms of practice. The Secretary
is given the authority (p 18) to develop and impose
“appropriate penalties” for noncompliance.

The goal “Improving the Quality and Efficiency
of Healthcare” (p 235, Title III) is to be achieved
through “Transforming the Health Care Delivery
System” and its payment mechanism. Specifics include
“linking payment to quality outcomes under the
Medicare program,” measuring Medicare spending per
beneficiary, and improving the Physician Quality
Reporting System (p 245, §3002).
The Secretary is to establish appropriate
measures of quality (p 256), apply a payment modifier in
a manner that promotes systems-based care (p 257), and
integrate quality reporting with requirements for
“meaningful use” of electronic health records (p 247).
Thus, the academics’ wish list for dictating
acceptable medical practices is to be imposed from
above, and the Physician Quality Reporting Initiative
(PQRI), which originated in the 2006 Tax Relief and
Health Care Act and has been tinkered with for several
years, is to expand. The process is reminiscent of what
occurred with the “pilot program” of diagnosis-related
groups (DRGs), which was inflicted on hospitals
nationwide without any apparent effort to analyze its
effect on medical outcomes.11
In one of about 13 such provisions in the Act,
the Secretary’s establishment of methodology for
determining an “episode of care” is insulated from
administrative or judicial review (p 249).
A key part of the Secretary’s national strategy to
improve healthcare quality (p 260, §3011) is to “reduce
health disparities across health disparity populations…
and geographic areas.” Thus “quality” may be defined
by equality, with the implication that while some may
receive more or better care, others may receive less or
worse care, depending on where they live and what
population subgroup they belong to.
The Interagency Working Group on Health Care
Quality (p 262, §3012) includes senior-level
representatives of agencies A through X, with A being
the Department of HHS and X being any other federal
agencies and departments with activities relating to
improving healthcare quality and safety, as determined
by the President. In between are the Coast Guard, the
Department of Education, the Federal Bureau of Prisons,
and 19 others.
The payment models to be tested (p 272) as
replacements for fee-for-service include varying
payments to physicians according to adherence to
appropriate criteria for ordering services. One
redistributive mechanism is the accountable care
organization (ACO), which “shall have a formal legal
structure that would allow the organization to receive
and distribute payments for shared savings…to
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participating providers and services and suppliers” (p
278)—and thus collectivize responsibility for denying
care.
Insurance Mandates
Cost sharing for “preventive services” is
prohibited (p. 33, §2713). This is likely to increase the
demand for screening by low-risk patients who don’t
value the service enough to pay for it, without
necessarily bringing in high-risk patients who could
benefit most.
Increased short-term spending is assured;
long-term savings are speculative.
Limits on insurers’ spending on “administration,” called “ensuring that consumers receive value for
their premium payments” (p 19) could put many
insurers, especially smaller ones, out of business. Few,
if any, high-deductible plans, which are required for
patients with health savings accounts (HSAs), can meet
the minimum 80% medical-loss ratio.3 The Secretary has
the power to adjust requirements and may “use this
flexibility to err on the side of ensuring that disruption
and the accompanying political fallout are minimal until
the exchanges are in place in January 2014.”12
The Act puts the cost of “quality improvements”
in the same category as “clinical services,” not of
administrative functions. The definition of “medical
costs” has become the topic of heated debate.12
Price Controls
The Secretary, along with individual states, shall
establish a process for annual review of “unreasonable
premium increases” (p 21, §2794). To help the states
cope with the additional burden, $250 million in grants
will be appropriated over 5 years. There is as yet no
regulatory definition for “unreasonable” and no federal
authority to deny rate increases. Further legislation that
would establish a national health insurance rate
authority to set limits on premiums has been proposed
by Sen. Dianne Feinstein.13
Eligibility
In the guise of “administrative simplification” (p
28, §1104), transaction standards will enable “to the
extent feasible and appropriate,” the “determination of
an individual’s eligibility and financial responsibility for
specific services prior to or at the point of care.” In
addition, it will require timely status reporting that
supports a “transparent claims and denial management
process” [emphasis added]. This implies that access to
services will by no means be universal, but rather
contingent on eligibility. It looks as though this sets up a

process for denying the services themselves, not just the
claims afterwards.
Health plan certification (p 31) will require very
extensive data and information systems for electronic
funds transfers and a determination of eligibility for the
plan, enrollment and disenrollment, health plan premium
payments, and “referral certification and authorization.”
With reference to the threat of “death panels,” it
seems reassuring that the Secretary shall “ensure that
health benefits established as essential not be subject to
denial to individuals against their wishes on the basis of
the individual’s age or expected length of life or the
individuals present or predicted disability, degree of
medical dependency, or quality of life” (p 46). The term
“essential benefits,” however, is subject to definition,
and individual wishes, to manipulation.
Insurance “Exchanges”
The centerpiece of “reform” is the Health
Insurance Benefit Exchange. By 2014, all states are
supposed to establish one or more exchanges, or else
default to a national exchange. The exchanges would
serve as clearinghouses through which consumers could
purchase plans meeting minimum federal requirements,
as well as all state mandates. Individuals or small
businesses could buy a plan through an exchange;
individuals receiving a tax subsidy or credit would be
required to do so. After 2017, states have the option of
expanding the exchanges to large employers.3 In nearly
every way, the Act mirrors the Massachusetts model, the
Commonwealth Connector. Some suspect that a delay in
guidelines for the state programs might be purposeful,
and will cause more states to default.14
High-risk pools are supposed to help bridge the
gap between now and the establishment of exchanges.
More than 20 states have rejected the federal pools.
Minnesota’s Governor Tom Pawlenty cited concerns
about “federal bureaucracy with centralized decisionmaking.”15 Then there’s the cost: $5 billion was
allocated, but cost is expected to be $15 billion by 2013.
John Graham of the Pacific Research Institute called the
$5 billion a “gateway drug” to “a complete federal
takeover of our access to medical services,” and
applauded the wisdom of states that refused it.16
“Comparative Effectiveness Research” and Rationing
The goals of “patient-centered outcomes
research” (p 609, §6301) are to determine the “effect on
national expenditures associated with a healthcare
treatment, strategy, or health conditions” and to reduce
“practice variation and health disparities.” Although
the section on “limitations on certain uses of comparative clinical effectiveness research” (p 622, §1182)
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provides that the Secretary shall not use these findings
to determine coverage in a manner that “treats extending
the life of an elderly, disabled, or terminally ill
individual as of lower value than extending the life of an
individual who is younger, nondisabled, or not
terminally ill,” the next paragraph says this prohibition
is not be construed as preventing the Secretary from
using evidence to determine coverage based on a
comparison of the difference in effectiveness of
alternative treatments in extending an individual’s life
due to the individual’s age, disability, or terminal
illness. The actual meaning of this will probably be
defined by the regulations that are to come.
“Fixes” to Medicare’s Administrative Pricing System
Medicare has a complex scheme for varying
payments by region, which is supposed to reflect
varying costs and bring about fairness. See, for example,
“extension of the work geographic index floor and
revisions of the practice expense geographic adjustment
under the Medicare physician fee schedule” (p 298,
§3102). Perceived inequity in payment to hospitals and
physicians in Oregon was supposedly corrected in order
to obtain the vote of Rep. Peter DeFazio of Oregon.
But the centralized, inherently arbitrary scheme remains
in place.
Medicare disproportionate share hospital (DSH)
payments for uncompensated care are “improved” (p
314, §3133), and the estimates that the Secretary makes
for implementing them are not subject to administrative
or judicial review (p 315).
The Independent Medicare Advisory Board
The heart of the effort to control Medicare
spending is the Independent Medicare Advisory Board
(IMAB) (p 371, §3403). The purpose of this section is to
reduce the per capita growth rate in Medicare spending
by (1) requiring the chief actuary of the Center for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) to project
spending growth; (2) requiring the IMAB to develop and
submit a proposal containing recommendations to
reduce the per capita growth rate if the projected
spending exceeds the target; and (3) “by requiring the
Secretary to implement such proposals unless Congress
enacts legislation pursuant to this section.” Thus it
appears that by failing to act, Congress is delegating its
authority to the Secretary.
The proposal shall include recommendations
that “will result in a net reduction in total Medicare
program spending….” However, “the proposal shall not
include any recommendation to ration healthcare, raise
revenues or Medicare beneficiary premiums…, increase

Medicare beneficiary cost-sharing, including
deductibles, coinsurance, and co-payments, or otherwise
restrict benefits or modify eligibility criteria.” So how
shall the objective be achieved—other than by reducing
payments for services? And how shall this provision be
characterized, other than as an extension of the sustained
growth rate (SGR) concept to all expenditures?
The Act spells out the procedure to be followed
for Congress to consider the proposals submitted by the
IMAB (p 377), and it attempts to bind future
Congresses: “It shall not be in order in the Senate or the
House of Representatives to consider any bill,
resolution, amendment, or conference report…that
would repeal or otherwise change the recommendations
of the board if that change would fail to satisfy the
requirements [above]” (p 378). Additionally, “it shall
not be in order in the Senate or the House of
Representatives to consider any bill, resolution,
amendment, or conference report that would repeal or
otherwise change this subsection.” This prohibition
could be waived or suspended in the Senate only by
affirmative vote of three-fifths of the members.
For the first time in Medicare history, the chief
actuary called the projections in the Medicare Trustee’s
report “implausible” and encouraged consideration of an
“illustrative alternate” report. This report concludes that
if the Act is implemented as written, 25% of hospitals,
skilled nursing facilities, and home health agencies
would be unprofitable by 2030, and 40% by 2050.17
Provider Enrollment
The Medicare, Medicaid, and CHIP Program
Integrity Provision (p 629, §6401) includes screening of
providers and suppliers, a provisional period of enhanced oversight, the imposition of temporary enrollment moratoria, and the establishment of compliance
programs. These procedures are supposed to go into
effect not later than 180 days after enactment. The
Secretary will determine the level of screening required
according to the risk of fraud, waste, and abuse. It may
include a criminal background check, fingerprinting,
unscheduled and unannounced site visits, and database
checks. In order to be screened, each provider will have
to pay $200 in 2010 ($500 for institutional providers),
with increases in subsequent years based on the
percentage change in the Consumer Price Index. Current
providers will have to pay a fee for revalidation of
enrollment two years after the date of enactment. New
providers will be subjected to prepayment review and
payment caps for up to a year following enrollment.
Any application for enrollment or revalidation
must disclose any current or previous affiliation
(directly or indirectly) with a provider or supplier that
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has uncollected debt, has been or is subject to a payment
suspension under a federal healthcare program, has been
excluded from participation under the program, or has
had its billing privileges denied or revoked. If the
Secretary believes any previous affiliation poses an
undue risk of fraud, waste, or abuse, the Secretary
may deny the application. The Secretary also has the
authority to make “any necessary adjustments to
payments” to a provider in order to satisfy any past-due
obligations.
The Secretary may impose a temporary
moratorium on the enrollment of new providers of
services and suppliers, if she determines that such a
moratorium is necessary to prevent or combat fraud,
waste, or abuse. Such a moratorium is not subject to
judicial review. She may also impose a numerical cap
for providers or suppliers that she identifies as being at
high risk for fraud, waste, or abuse.
No later than January 1, 2011, the Secretary
shall promulgate a regulation requiring that all providers
who qualify for a national provider identifier (NPI)
include it in all applications for enrollment or claims for
payment (p 638).
Must All Physicians Who Serve Medicare Patients
Enroll?
A section that could be the equivalent of
requiring a federal license to practice medicine, at least
if a physician ever sees a Medicare beneficiary, is titled
“Physicians Who Order Items or Services Required to
be Medicare-Enrolled Physicians or Eligible
Professionals” (p 650, §6405). This definitely concerns
durable medical equipment and home health services,
but the Secretary may extend (and has extended) the
requirement to all other categories of items or services
under title XVIII of the Social Security Act (Medicare).
Legal Consequences
Penalties on Insurers
The Secretary’s standards for notifying
beneficiaries of coverage or changing coverage will
preempt any state standards (p 16). Entities shall be
subject to a fine of $1,000 for each failure, and such a
failure with respect to each enrollee shall constitute a
separate offense. This is a regulatory cost, likely to
subject beneficiaries to more “notifications,” while
providing a way to levy arbitrarily heavy fines on a
disfavored insurer.
For plans failing to meet extensive reporting
standards, the Secretary shall assess a penalty fee
against a health plan in the amount of $1 per covered
life per day until certification is complete (p 35). In
addition, there are fees of up to $40 per covered life

under the plan if the plan knowingly provides inaccurate
or incomplete information.
Penalties for Failure to Maintain Coverage
Although the mandate is called a tax for
purposes of arguing the constitutionality of the Act, the
Act itself refers to a “penalty” imposed for every month
without acceptable coverage (p 1265, §5000A). The
amount depends upon one’s modified gross income
and family size, and will be indexed by cost of living
adjustments. It begins in 2014 and ramps up quickly to a
minimum of $2,085 for a family of four in 2016, with a
maximum of 2.5% of annual income—still much less
than the cost of “minimum essential coverage.”
Curiously, the Act provides that criminal
penalties are waived for failure to pay the penalty (p
131), and “the Secretary shall not file notice of lien” or
levy any property by reason of failure to pay. However,
IRS Deputy Commissioner Steven Miller has said that
the IRS may withhold tax refunds from noncompliant
individuals. The IRS could, notes Michael Tanner of the
Cato Institute, apply part of a person’s regular tax
payments toward the mandate penalty, and then
punish him for failure to pay regular taxes in full.3
Although employer penalties might be
considered a tax, the Act calls them an “assessable
penalty,” which is not tax deductible (p 137).
Enhanced Civil Monetary Penalties
A civil monetary penalty of $50,000 is set for
each false statement or misrepresentation of a material
fact by any individual or entity on any application,
agreement, bid, or contract to participate or enroll (pp
639-640). The penalty also applies to anyone who orders
or prescribes an item of service during a period in which
the person was excluded from a federal healthcare
program, if he knows or should know that a claim will
be submitted under such a program.
The $50,000 penalty also applies to any false
record or statement material to a claim (p 652, §6408),
presumably including any statement in the medical
record used to document the service as well as on the
claim itself.
Physicians must keep documentation related to
referrals for items at high risk of waste and abuse, such
as durable medical equipment or home health service (p
651, §6406). The penalty for failure to maintain and
provide access on request of the Secretary to this
documentation is $15,000 for each day of the failure to
permit access, as well as revocation of enrollment for a
period of not more than one year for each act. The
effective date for this section is for acts committed on or
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after January 1, 2010 (p 654), although the Act was not
passed until Mar 23, 2010.
Enhanced Power for Law Enforcement
TheAct confers increased testimonial subpoena
authority (p 641). The government’s burden of proof for
healthcare fraud is reduced. Section 1128B of the Social
Security Act (42 U.S.C 1320a 7b) is amended by
adding: “With respect to violations of this section,
a person need not have actual knowledge of this section
or specific intent to commit a violation of this section.”
If there is a “credible allegation of fraud,” the Secretary
has the authority to suspend payments pending an
investigation. Potentially, this could stop most of a
physician’s cash flow for an indefinite period of time
upon mere suspicion that a fraud may have occurred.
Enhanced Reporting and Self-incrimination
Even as Congress created a new program of
gargantuan size and complexity, it recognized that since
1990 the Government Accountability Office (GAO) has
designated Medicare a high-risk program “because its
vast size and complexity make it vulnerable to fraud,
waste, and abuse.” In addition to strike forces, more
rigorous screening provisions, and other law enforcement efforts, the Act apparently adopts the goal
enunciated by James Sheehan, Medicaid’s inspector
general in New York: “to compel organizations to police
their own activities. It shifts the burden to the provider
to be vigilant about the legality of activities or
potentially pay a price for not doing so.”18 For example,
a provider that does not report an overpayment from
Medicare or Medicaid and repay within 60 days is liable
under the False Claims Act (p 637). Another such
provision is requiring public disclosure of payments and
other “transfers of value” to providers from
manufacturers.18
Harsher Sentences
Federal sentencing guidelines will be revised to
provide that the aggregate dollar amount of fraudulent
bills submitted to the government healthcare program
(not the amount paid) shall constitute prima facie
evidence of the amount of the intended loss by the
defendant (p 888, §10606). The U.S. Sentencing
Commission shall ensure that the federal sentencing
guidelines and policy statements “reflect the serious
harms associated with healthcare fraud and the need for
aggressive appropriate law enforcement action to
prevent such fraud; and provide increased penalties for
persons convicted of healthcare fraud offenses “in
appropriate circumstances” (p 889).

Special-Interest Group Favors
Smoking Cessation Privileged
While healthy individuals cannot benefit from
lower premiums, all who participate in certain favored
“wellness” programs may be rewarded—as well as those
offering the programs. The cost of a smoking cessation
program is reimbursed (p 39), whether or not the
individual quits smoking. Steven Schroeder, former
president and CEO of the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation (RWJF), the most prominent promoter of
such programs (and tax-funded support thereof),
implicitly admits that they don’t work very well. The
prevalence of smoking has barely budged in recent
years: It was 20.8% in 2006, 19.8% in 2007, and 20.6%
in 2008. Schroeder makes a case for continued funding
of tobacco cessation programs, claiming that “by
assuming that the tobacco war has been won, we risk
consigning millions ofAmericans to premature death.”19
RWJF owns more than 42 million shares of
Johnson & Johnson stock, valued at more than $2.2
billion. J&J profits from the sale of Nicoderm and
Nicorette, and has cornered the marked on over-thecounter nicotine replacement products, which show a
98.4% failure rate for long-term quitting.20
Priorities
The listing of favored “wellness and prevention”
programs (p 18 and numerous other locations) and
“chronic conditions” (p 203) reflects the priorities of
reform advocates such as RWJF, which have for decades
used grants to promote the funneling of legislative
subsidies to entities that engage in certain activities.
These prominently include smoking cessation, weight
management, stress management, and chronic
conditions. Working at, but never solving such problems
could be a lucrative long-term program for stakeholders,
diverting resources from the care of the sick.
Abortion Coverage
The wording related to abortion coverage (p 50,
§1303) is artful and complex. Public funding is
prohibited for some abortions, but allowed for others.
Community health centers may provide abortions, and
may receive federal funds, but the funds must be
segregated. In any insurance exchange, the Secretary
shall assure that there is at least one plan that provides
coverage of abortion and at least one plan that does not
(p 52). The federal premium subsidies are not to be used
to bear the insurance risk for abortions—although
money, of course, is fungible.
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Grantees for Reporting and Payment Mechanisms
“Eligible entities” (p 265), which have been
hovering around since the Clinton Task Force on
Healthcare Reform and before, are in line for grants and
contracts to develop the measurements, guidelines, and
payment models, and provide the certified health
information technology.
Expansion of Public, Contraction of Private Sector
Spending for federally qualified (”community”)
health centers is slated to increase from $3.0 billion in
2010 to $8.3 billion dollars for fiscal year 2015 (p 559,
§5601). It is expected that the percentage of the U.S.
population served by such health centers will increase
from about 5% to 10%. In these centers, the federal
government assumes liability for alleged malpractice. As
injured patients would have to sue the federal government, malpractice litigation is discouraged. Physicians
employed there do not need to purchase professional
liability insurance, giving them a significant competitive
advantage over private physicians, who must collect
sufficient revenue from patients to cover the cost of this
insurance.
As the Act expands federally owned facilities,
further restrictions are placed upon physician-owned
facilities, in Title VI, Transparency and Program
Integrity, Subtitle A, Physician Ownership and Other
Transparency (p 566, §6001). A reported 60 physicianowned hospitals, which had promised to offer an
innovative alternative to big corporate and nonprofit
facilities, are virtually destroyed, and another 200
already-existing facilities may be put out of business by
the Act. This is considered a victory for the American
Hospital Association, the sixth biggest lobbyist in
Washington, D.C.21
Social Engineering, Ethical Issues, and Other Considerations

Marriage Penalty
Requiring inclusion of “children” up to age 26
in parents’ coverage—unless married (p. 14, §2714)—is
one example of a marriage penalty. Another is that the
income threshold for subjecting couples to extra taxes is
not double that for individuals, but only $50,000 higher.
Multiculturalism
Appeals processes (p 19, §2719) must provide
enrollees information that is “culturally and linguistically appropriate.”
In developing a “healthcare career pathway” (p
471), “cultural competency,” health literacy, and dealing
with “health disparity populations” must be included in
the curriculum.

To be eligible for Mental and Behavioral Health
Education and Training Grants (p 508, §5306), an
applicant shall demonstrate “participation in the
institution’s programs of individuals and groups from
different racial, ethnic, cultural, geographic, religious,
linguistic, and class backgrounds, and different genders
and sexual orientations.” Any internships will have to
prioritize “cultural and linguistic competency.”
Social Leveling
“Nondiscrimination in healthcare” (p 42, §2706)
prohibits better pay for better qualified personnel. It
does, however, allow the Secretary or a health plan to
establish varying reimbursement rates based on
compliance with quality or performance measures. Thus,
all providers acting within their “scope of practice” will
be paid at the same rate, whether a nurse practitioner,
primary-care physician, or fellowship-trained specialist.
“End-of-Life” Treatment
Individuals or institutions refusing to participate
in “assisted suicide, euthanasia, or mercy killing” may
not be discriminated against by government, entities
receiving federal financial assistance under this Act, or
health plans created under this Act (p 141, §1533).
This protection, however, explicitly does not apply to or
affect “any limitation relating to—(1) the withholding or
withdrawing of medical treatment or medical care; (2)
the withholding or withdrawing of nutrition or
hydration; (3) abortion, or (4) the use of any item for the
purpose of alleviating pain even if such use may
increase the risk of death as long as such an item is not
furnished with the purpose of causing, or the purpose of
assisting in causing, death, for any reason.”
Apparently, physicians are protected against
retaliation for declining to perform what is recognized as
euthanasia, but not for refusing to ensure death by abortion, overmedication, or withdrawal of fluid, nutrition,
or medical care. This provision also may contradict
other provisions of theAct that seem to protect those
who decline to participate in abortion (p 53).
Immediately following is a provision (p 141,
§1554) that the Secretary shall not promulgate any
regulation that “creates any unreasonable barriers to the
ability of individuals to obtain appropriate medical
care.” Apparently, the Secretary defines “unreasonable”
and “appropriate,” and could define it to preclude
any barrier to abortion. The prohibition apparently does
not apply to health plans, which could perform the
unpopular rationing functions.
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Family Life
Enhanced surveillance of child rearing will
begin with “at risk” populations (p 216, §2951),
including smokers, drug abusers, low achievers, and
members of the military or veterans. This includes
home visits with extensive data collection on healthrelated measures, expansively defined to include
poverty, school readiness, and crime.
The Secretary is encouraged to be concerned
about postpartum depression (p 226, §2952), and the
director of the National Institute of Mental Health may
conduct a longitudinal 10-year study of “the relative
mental health consequences for women of resolving a
pregnancy (intended and unintended) in various ways,
including carrying the pregnancy to term and parenting
the child, carrying the pregnancy to term and placing the
child for adoption, miscarriage, and having an abortion.”
Personal Responsibility Education grants to
states (p 229, §2953) are to help achieve goals for
reducing pregnancy rates and birth rates in youth
populations. Sex education materials must be “medically
accurate and complete,” which means “verified or
supported by the weight of research conducted in
compliance with accepted scientific methods and
published in peer reviewed journals, where applicable;
or comprising information that leading professional
organizations and agencies with relevant expertise in the
field recognize as accurate, objective, and complete.”
School-based health centers will take over much
of the family’s responsibility for health, providing
“comprehensive health assessments”; diagnosis and
treatment of minor, acute, and chronic medical
conditions; mental health and substance use disorder
assessment; crisis intervention; counseling; and referral
to emergency psychiatric care, community support
programs, inpatient care, and outpatient programs.
Health professionals in the centers will abide by parental
consent and notification laws—as long as they are not
inconsistent with federal law.
Social Transformation
The section on “Creating Healthier Communities” (p 446, §4201), establishes the rationale and
infrastructure for a fundamental transformation
involving redistribution of wealth and changing the
basic culture of communities through Community
Transformation Grants. There is to be “a detailed plan
that includes the policy, environmental, programmatic,
and as appropriate, infrastructure changes needed to
promote healthy living and reduce racial and ethnic
disparities,” including “social, economic, and
geographic determinants of health.”

National Servitude
Student loans will be contingent upon a 10-year
commitment to practice in under-served areas (p 488).
Funding for the National Health Service Corps increases
from about $320 million in fiscal year2010to$1.1billion
infiscalyear2015(p494,§5207). A Ready Reserve Corps
will be established (p 496, §5210), which shall “be
available and ready for involuntary calls to active duty
during national emergencies and public health crises,
similar to the uniformed service reserve personnel.”
They are also to be available for “backfilling critical
positions left vacant during the deployment of active
duty commission corps members, as well as for
deployment to respond to public health emergencies,
both foreign and domestic, and to be available for
service assignment in isolated, hardship, and medically
underserved communities.”
Conclusions
This analysis can only hit the highlights of a
massive program, whose details are yet to be written in
regulations. Only about one-third of theAct’s provisions
would fit on a chart prepared by minority members of
the Joint Economic Committee led by Rep. Kevin Brady
(R-TX) and Sen. Sam Brownback (R-KS).22
Enactment of ObamaCare has been called “a
historic moment in U.S. social policy.” Elenora E.
Connors, J.D., M.P.H., and Lawrence O. Gostin, J.D., of
Georgetown University Law Center write that: “Like
Medicare and Social Security, which were highly
contested before enactment, national health insurance
reform hopefully will, in time, become part of accepted
social structures.”23 Nevertheless, the program may be
designed to fail. “In case you didn’t notice,” writes
Philip Jenkins, “all the actuarial assumptions that have
kept the insurance system afloat for some 300 years just
got repealed.” The more egregious the failure, the louder
the demands for an ever-larger state mechanism, he
observes. “Failure is a terrible thing to waste.”24
Implementation is not a fait accompli. Already
there are bills to repeal at least sections of the Act,
promises by many congressional25, 26 candidates to repeal
or defund it, and lawsuits to enjoin it.
States are signaling reluctance to accept costly
and intrusive new programs, even to the extent of
turning down federal funds. The leap in regulatory
requirements and the increasing criminalization of
medicine may finally lead to an exodus of large numbers
of physicians—into truly private medicine.
Jane M. Orient, M.D., is an internist practicing in Tucson,
Ariz., and serves as executive director of AAPS. Contact:
jane@aapsonline.org
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Obamacare and the Individual Mandate: Violating Personal Liberty and Federalism
By Robert E. Moffit, Ph.D.
January 18, 2011
Source: http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2011/01/obamacare-and-the-individual-mandate-violating-personal-liberty-and-federalism
With enactment of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care
Act (PPACA),[1] Congress is imposing a mandate on citizens,
effective January 1, 2014, to purchase a federally approved
level of health insurance.[2]

Summary
Under Section 1501, individuals will be
assessed a monetary penalty if they do not purchase a
health insurance plan that meets the federal definition of
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“minimum essential benefits.” Congress finds, in
Section 1501(a), that health care is inextricably
connected with interstate commerce thus claiming a
constitutional power to require that citizens purchase a
specified level of coverage. The penalty for failure to
make such a purchase is to be the greater of a flat dollar
amount or a percentage of income, phased in from 1
percent to 2.5 percent of income by 2016. The penalty is
to be phased in over a three-year period, with the flat
dollar amount set at $95 in 2014, $325 in 2015, and
$695 in 2016.[3]
The law also amends the Internal Revenue Code
and provides a number of exemptions from the mandate
to purchase insurance: incarcerated persons, illegal
aliens, and foreign nationals. There is also a religious
exemption for any person who is a member of a
“recognized religious sect or division” with “established
tenets or teachings” that would forbid that person from
accepting public or private insurance.[4] “Health sharing
ministries”—religious non-profit organizations where
members contribute funds to cover the medical expenses
of persons who need assistance—can also claim the
exemption.
Exemptions from the monetary penalty are
granted to members of Indian tribes and persons eligible
for a “hardship” exemption, which would be determined
administratively by the Secretary of the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services (HHS). The law also
provides for an “affordability” exemption, which would
apply to workers whose out-of-pocket costs would
exceed 8 percent of their “household” income. Under
Section 1502, the Internal Revenue Service is authorized
to enforce the health insurance mandate and to collect
the penalties.
Impact
The congressional mandate on American
citizens to purchase health insurance is
unprecedented.[5] It is one of the most controversial
provisions of the new law,[6] setting off a record
number of state lawsuits and launching a large number
of state legislative countermeasures.[7] The
Administration has also been inconsistent, with
President Obama originally opposing an individual
mandate[8] but then endorsing it. The President stated
that the penalty was not a tax, but then Administration
lawyers insisted it was, stressing that Congress’s
“sweeping” taxing power was “the linchpin” of their
argument for the mandate’s constitutionality.[9] Certain
propositions are increasingly clear.
It Is an Unconstitutional Violation of Personal
Liberty and Strikes at the Heart of American Federalism.
In upholding Virginia’s challenge to the constitutionality

of the mandate on December 13, 2010, U.S. District
Court Judge Henry Hudson wrote:
A thorough survey of pertinent Constitutional
case law has yielded no reported decisions from any
appellate courts extending the Commerce Clause or the
General Welfare Clause to encompass regulation of a
person’s decision not to purchase a product,
notwithstanding its effect on interstate commerce or role
in a global regulatory scheme. The unchecked expansion
of Congressional power to the limits suggested by the
Minimum Essential Coverage provision would invite
unbridled exercise of federal police power. At its core,
this dispute is not simply about regulating the business
of insurance—or crafting a scheme of universal health
insurance coverage. It’s about an individual’s right to
choose to participate.[10]
Regardless of the wisdom of the policy, if a
state wants to experiment with a health insurance
mandate, as most do with auto insurance, it has the
constitutional right to do so. But Congress, in this
instance, is invading the traditional authority of the
states in regulating health insurance within their own
borders. As George Washington University Law
Professor Jonathan Turley has written, “There is a
legitimate concern for many that this mandate
constitutes the greatest (and perhaps the most lethal)
challenge to states’ rights in U.S. history. With this
legislation, Congress has effectively defined an
uninsured 18-year-old-man in Richmond as an interstate
problem like a polluting factory. It is an assertion of
federal power that is inherently at odds with the original
vision of the Framers.”[11]
It Threatens Increased Numbers of Uninsured,
More Cost-Shifting, and Further Market Destabilization.
Even with the mandate, the Congressional Budget
Office estimates that in 10 years 23 million Americans
will remain without insurance.[12] Given the
combination of the law’s health insurance rules—the
elimination of pre-existing condition restrictions and
guaranteed issue and the compressed ratio of ratings
between older and younger enrollees—and the relatively
light mandate penalties,[13] there will be incentives for
millions of Americans, facing much higher insurance
premiums than they are today, to go without coverage.
Faced with paying a light penalty and a heavy premium,
they would have every incentive to pay the light penalty
and sign up for insurance if they get sick and drop out of
coverage when they get well. This will induce a severe
case of adverse selection, as the less stable pools are
disproportionately populated with older and sicker
enrollees, resulting in a deadly cost spiral.
It Invites an Enforcement Nightmare. As a
candidate, President Obama opposed the individual
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mandate for health insurance in part because he
considered it unenforceable.[14] IRS Deputy
Commissioner for Services and Enforcement Steven
Miller indicated that mass auditing of American citizens
was not envisioned but that the IRS would withhold tax
refunds if persons could not demonstrate that they
purchased federally approved levels of insurance
coverage.[15]
A New Direction
Under current law, federally funded hospitals
must treat (“stabilize”) persons entering hospital
emergency rooms. Current law thus encourages “free
riders,” persons who forgo health insurance coverage
and then use hospital emergency rooms to secure highly
expensive care that they often cannot afford. These
uncompensated care costs are then shifted to taxpayers
who end up paying extra to cover the costs of the
uninsured through higher taxes and private insurance
premiums, including the added costs of the “free
riders.”[16]
While no one expects Congress to deny access
to hospital emergency room care to those who do not
have the financial capacity to pay their health bills,
PPACA will make matters worse. Not only does the new
law mandate a massive expansion of Medicaid—itself a
major contributor to existing emergency room
overcrowding—but it could very well result in rapidly
aging, ailing, and unstable pools in the existing health
insurance markets. As Harvard economist Martin
Feldstein says, “The resulting rise in cost to insurance
companies as the insured population becomes sicker
would raise the average premium, strengthening that
incentive.”[17]
The problems of the uninsured, including the
“free rider” issue, are best addressed through a judicious
combination of positive economic incentives, such as
tax credits and vouchers for insurance, creative new
mechanisms to facilitate coverage (such as automatic
enrollment with a right to refuse coverage), and
transparency in personal choice and consequences, such
as an upfront signed acknowledgement of financial
liability for refusing coverage.[18] This policy
encourages the adoption of coverage and individual
responsibility while not compromising Americans’
personal freedom and responsibility.
Robert E. Moffit, Ph.D., is Senior Fellow in the Center for
Policy Innovation at The Heritage Foundation.

Endnotes:
[1]Congress cannot build sound market-based health care reform on
the foundation of a flawed health care law. Therefore, the health care
law must be repealed in its entirety.

The House of Representatives has taken a major step
towards full repeal of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
(PPACA—otherwise known as “Obamacare”). Until full repeal
occurs, Congress must continue to focus on the core failures and
consequences of PPACA and block its implementation to allow time
to achieve repeal and lay the groundwork for a new market-based
direction for health care reform.
[2]Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010, Public Law
111–148, and Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010,
Public Law 111–152.
[3]After 2016, the penalty amount is to be indexed to inflation. The
total annual penalty for a noncompliant family is to be capped at 300
percent of the flat dollar amount for that year. Persons who are
without health insurance for less than 90 days will not be penalized,
but they would only be allowed one 90 day spell of uninsurance in
any given year. See Hinda Chaikind et al., “Private Health Insurance
Provisions in PPACA (P.L.111-148),” Congressional Research
Service Report for Congress, April 15, 2010, p. 6.
[4]The law references Section 1402(g)(1) of the Internal Revenue
Code, which would apply to a sect that had been in continuous
existence since December 31, 1950. This exemption would apply to
the Amish, for example.
[5]“The government has never required people to buy any good or
service as a condition of lawful residence in the United States.” The
Congressional Budget Office, “The Budgetary Treatment of an
Individual Mandate to Buy Health Insurance,” CBO Memorandum,
August 1994, p. 1.
[6]Seventy percent of Americans oppose the individual mandate. See
Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, “Kaiser Health Tracking
Poll—August 2010,” August 30, 2010, at
http://www.kff.org/kaiserpolls/8093.cfm (January 12, 2011). Other
polling has shown persistent public opposition.
[7]Thus far over half of all the states, plus the 350,000-member
National Federation of Independent Businesses (NFIB), have filed
suit challenging the constitutionality of the mandate, while legislation
opposing it has been introduced in 42 states. The NFIB claims that
the mandate deprives its members of their liberty and property
interests without due process of law in direct violation of the Fifth
Amendment of the Constitution.
[8]Michael Cooper, “It Was Clinton Versus Obama on Healthcare,”
The New York Times, November 16, 2007, at
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/11/16/us/politics/16facts.html
(January 12, 2011).
[9]And it has been a spectacularly unpersuasive argument. “In
concluding that Congress did not intend to exercise its powers of
taxation under the General Welfare Clause, the Court’s analysis
begins with the unequivocal denials by the Executive and Legislative
branches that the ACA [Affordable Care Act] was a tax. In drafting
this provision, Congress specifically referred to the exaction as a
penalty.” Judge Henry E. Hudson, Memorandum Opinion,
Commonwealth of Virginia v. Kathleen Sebelius, Secretary of the
Department of Health and Human Services, 10CV188-HEH,
December 13, 2010, p. 33.
[10] Ibid., p. 32.
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[11]Jonathan Turley, “Is the Health Care Mandate Constitutional?”
USA Today, March 31, 2010, at
http://www.usatoday.com/news/opinion/forum/2010-03-31-column3
1_ST_N.htm (January 12, 2011).

http://online.wsj.com/article/sb100014240527023045100004574186
0824554662468.html?mod+wsj_latestheadlines (January 12, 2011).

[12]The Congressional Budget Office estimates that the penalty
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Obamacare and Federal Health Exchanges: Undermining State Flexibility
By Robert E. Moffit, Ph.D.
January 18, 2011
Source: http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2011/01/obamacare-and-federal-health-exchanges-undermining-state-flexibility
With enactment of the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act (PPACA),[1] states “shall” establish a health insurance
exchange in accordance with federal rules and guidelines. If a state
chooses not to establish an exchange, the federal government will
step in and set up such an exchange for that state.[2]

•

•
Summary
Under Section 1311, the Secretary of Health and
Human Services (HHS) is to make grants to state
officials so that they can establish an American Health
Benefit Exchange in each state. The Secretary is
authorized to determine the grant amount and to renew it
for a state that is “making progress” in implementing the
federal insurance rules and meeting “other such
benchmarks as the Secretary may establish.” States are
to establish a Small Business Health Options Program
for employees of small businesses but may use a single
exchange for both populations. With the Secretary’s
approval, states may also establish multi-state
exchanges. Under Section 1321(c)(1), the Secretary is
required to establish and run an exchange in states that
do not (or cannot) do so by January 1, 2014.[3]
The exchanges are to facilitate the purchase of a
“qualified” health plan. Under Section 1311(d)(4), the
states are to set up the exchanges to meet the minimum
functions defined in law, subject to the Secretary’s
regulation. This includes:
•
Certification of health plans as “qualified plans”
to be offered in the exchange;
•
Marketing rules for health plans;

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

A requirement that a plan has a sufficient
number of providers in addition to a network of
“essential community providers” to serve
low-income persons;
A requirement that a health plan meet federally
approved quality standards;
Implementation of a health plan “quality
improvement” strategy as defined by federal
officials;
Use of a “uniform enrollment form” for
qualified individuals and employers;
Use of a standard format for the presentation of
health benefit and plan options;
Provision of appropriate information to
enrollees or prospective enrollees in the
exchange;
Development of a rating system for health plans
on the basis of quality and price;
Development of a consumer satisfaction survey
to determine the “level of patient satisfaction”
with health plans offered through the exchange;
Preparation of a template for Internet use for
plan comparisons and federal subsidies for
coverage; and
Provision of “open enrollment procedures” in
accordance with the Secretary’s determinations.

State officials must establish the exchange in
their state as either a government agency or a
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“non-profit” entity, and they may not allow any health
plan to compete within the exchange that is not a
“qualified” health plan as defined by federal law and
regulation. While the Secretary will define the level of
the benefits that must be included in a “qualified” health
plan, state officials may add (but not subtract) health
benefits. State officials are also authorized to exclude a
health plan if they determine that its premiums are too
high.
Under Section 1321, the Secretary is given
broad authority to issue rules and set standards
governing the creation and operation of the exchanges.
States creating such an exchange are to implement these
federal rules and standards and may not make rules that
conflict with those rules and standards. Under Section
1332, states can apply to the Secretary for a waiver to
pursue insurance market innovations.
Impact
These exchanges bear little relation to the
market-based mechanisms promoted by conservative
analysts and state officials to facilitate a defined
contribution for health care financing, individual
purchase among a wide variety of private health plans,
and personal ownership and portability of private health
coverage.[4] In sharp contrast, for the President and
Congress, an exchange is a mechanism to expand
enrollment in public programs—like Medicaid and the
Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP)—to
administer the costly new taxpayer subsidy program and
to standardize and regulate consumer choice of private
health insurance.[5] The law has serious consequences.
It Directly Assaults the States’ Traditional
Authority to Regulate Health Insurance. The nature and
scope of these statutory provisions invite close
constitutional scrutiny precisely because they apparently
commandeer state officials as agents of federal health
policy and regulation. Under the Constitution, as the
U.S. Supreme Court has strongly affirmed, Congress can
exercise no such authority over state officials.[6]
It Imposes Unknown Insurance Costs on
Consumers and Administrative Costs on States. It is
impossible to forecast the premium increases that will
ensue from federal benefit-setting for the “qualified”
health plans that alone are to be permitted to compete in
the exchanges. It is also difficult to determine the new
administrative and transactional costs imposed on state
taxpayers for compliance with a large number of new
federal rules and mandates.
In its initial analysis of the new law, the
Congressional Budget Office confirmed that PPACA’s
unfunded mandates on the states would exceed the
annual thresholds established by the Unfunded

Mandates Reform Act of 1995.[7] As Urban Institute
analyst Stan Dorn remarks, “States will need to structure
an ongoing source of administrative funding that is
stable and sufficient.”[8]
It Imposes a “One-Size-Fits All” Approach That
Ignores State Differences. Before enactment of PPACA,
only two states had enacted health insurance exchanges:
Massachusetts and Utah.[9] In their design and function
and how they have been implemented, each is very
different and serves very different policy objectives.
They are also different from the exchanges required
under PPACA. The federal law imposes a national
uniformity on very different state health insurance
markets. As health policy specialists Frank Micciche
and Cindy Gillespie observe, “There is no existing
model in the United States for a full scale PPACA
exchange.”[10]
Furthermore, leaving aside the federal
requirement, insurance market reform should not be
confined simply to creating a statewide health insurance
exchange. States have very different demographic,
regulatory, and budgetary challenges, and each state
should be able to develop solutions that meet its specific
needs.
It Undermines Choice and Competition and
Guarantees Further Consolidation of the Health
Insurance Markets. In a real health insurance market,
there would be a wide variety of different plans,
combinations, new products, and delivery programs
where insurers and providers, directly accountable to
consumers, respond rapidly within the context of a free
market. PPACA creates a very different environment:
“choice without complexity.”
The exchange standardizes plans and benefits
and will serve as a convenient platform for Office of
Personnel Management–sponsored national health plans
as well as new congressionally authorized (but
nonprofit) “co-op” health plans to compete directly
against private health plans. The law restricts personal
“choice” and channels consumer demand to a limited set
of strictly standardized and federally approved health
insurance options. States can limit but not expand
consumer options.
A New Direction
The top-down federal approach to health care
reform assaults the traditional state role in insurance
regulation, squashes innovation, and undermines real
choice and competition. PPACA is thus a bad deal for
states, reducing them to mere agents of federal health
and insurance policy. They could not make full use of
their comparative advantages in coping with very
different insurance markets, mending the safety net care
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for the poorest and most vulnerable of their citizens with
new policies, or undertaking imaginative reforms
without getting a permission slip from Washington.
In continuing the national health care debate,
Congress should rediscover the value of federalism.[11]
Congress should enact an alternative that would provide
states with new flexibility and authority to establish
state-based health insurance market reforms designed by
state officials that would reduce the number of the
uninsured, improve the accessibility and affordability of
health insurance, and establish portability in coverage.
The federal government could provide access to funding
grants and technical assistance to help states meet
measurable goals in reducing uninsured and
non-emergency visits to hospital emergency departments
while increasing transparency in the cost and quality of
care delivery.[12] And states, instead of being passive
recipients of Washington’s regulatory edicts, could
become genuine laboratories for innovative health
insurance market reforms.
Robert E. Moffit, Ph.D., is Senior Fellow in the
Center for Policy Innovation at The Heritage Foundation.
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Health Care Reform - The Case Against Obama Care
By Nick Poulios
Source: http://ezinearticles.com/?Health-Care-Reform---The-Case-Against-Obama-Care&id=3799878

Candidate Obama promised to bring a "change
you can believe in" to Washington politics and the way
government has been doing business for decades. These
main two selling points brought him into the White
House. One year later, fair-minded liberals as well as
conservatives would admit he failed in either one
miserably.
Failure to succeed on a promise would give any
President a bad grade; but in failing to bring change into
Washington politics, and hence get his health care
agenda passed in the middle of a democratically well
controlled House and Senate, President Obama
displayed an inexcusable performance, one that in a
competitive, profit maximizing corporation would have
cost him his job by now. The reason his failure is so
profound has to do with his luck of understanding of the
key components of the problem at hand. The luck of
understanding of these fundamental components at this
time of economic uncertainty, begs the need to question
Mr. Obama's inexperience in governing, as well as his
inability to recognize the issues at hand towards
deciding on a course of action and bringing forward
sensible arguments that people can believe in.
With regards to healthcare reform, the issues
Americans are faced with go beyond covering the
uninsured and bringing shame to insurance companies.
Certainly the above have to be dealt with but the health
care issue is not a poor man's prerogative. Every family,
from poor to middle class is faced with exorbitant health
insurance costs while at the same time incremental
health benefits have not kept up with technological
progress, hence have not been realized. It is not unusual
for a middle class family to be paying one third of its
income on health insurance only to be asked to also pay
co-pays, coinsurance costs, etc. At the same time, it is
clear that the existing reimbursement system has stifled
technological innovation in medicine and diseases like
cancer, HIV, etc., are still around after decades of
expenditures in research and investment in human
capital. Relative speaking, when it comes to health care
the US is the most technologically advanced nation, but
nationally, we have been making baby steps in terms of
dealing with serious illnesses.
So what is the way out of this mess or the best
way to fix "the problem" in health care? For one thing
we have to accept the fact that this is a "universal" issue
and not an issue just for the poor and uninsured. Not
accepting this as the main problem and trying to fix the
issue by pouring dollars indiscriminately -over one

trillion of government debt, is not only unwise but rather
irresponsible as well. One has to recognize the big cost
components that contribute to this problem and deal
with all of them. The big components are:
1. Medicare & Medicaid
2. Reimbursement and patient responsibility
3. Consumer cost and incentives for better utilization of
health resources
4. Uninsured
Medicare reform is necessary in order to provide
incentives for doctors to treat patients according to good
medicine protocols. A doctor who refuses to take a
Medicare patient because of poor reimbursement is in
fact raising the cost for that patient when he becomes
too ill and seeks care in the emergency room. A
secondary effect is that doctors are getting out of the
field that has not provided a satisfying career of
practicing medicine for the patient. Fewer doctors means
less care which in term means poorer health outcomes
therefore higher costs. It is a vicious circle that can only
be stopped with sensible reform. The same goes for
Medicaid. Poor management and reimbursement induces
massive inefficiencies and skyrocketing costs. In the
end, it is the patient that suffers and who in tern adds to
ever rising costs and more inefficiencies.
One way to fix Medicare is to continue the
existing privatization that allows private companies to
compete and the patient to bear some of the
responsibility. Our research has shown that the doughnut
hole may indeed be a black hole that induces patients to
switch or avoid therapy altogether, which in tern
produces poor outcomes and hence higher costs.
However, if the model is revised the patient can still
bear some of the financial responsibility and hence use
the system wiser, but he is not faced with such a
catastrophe to be making unwise treatment decisions.
The uninsured pool is made of two cohorts. The
poor and the...not so poor who are willing, or forced to
game the system. The two uninsured groups are:
1. Uninsured because of poverty, and
2. Uninsured because the proposed legislation would
allow one to game the system by avoiding (high cost)
insurance and only paying for it on the way to the
hospital
Instead of forcing people to buy insurance (by
imposing a penalty which silly enough is less than the
cost of insurance), incentives should be provided to
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induce wise and parsimonious utilization of resources.
People are not criminals and should not be treated as
such by imposing severe fees/penalties to induce them to
a certain behavior; in general, people act wisely and will
always seek behavior that seems fair for the benefit
received. Health accounts that are set aside to use in
time of need should not be "use it or lose it" types; after
all, who wants to set aside thousands of dollars per year,
on top of insurance premiums, just to cover an
emergency that may never occur? I know of many
people who think this is insane and counterproductive.

The proposed legislation approved by Congress
is basically dead and members of Congress, be it
republicans or democrats, have been disassociating
themselves from it. The truth of the matter is, these
proposals were concocted behind closed doors, with
brides and kickbacks and no one can trust them. For a
bi-partisan proposal and a change people can believe in,
the existing proposals should be thrown out and new
ones should begin from scratch.

Obamacare countdown: What is slated to happen over next year?
By Peter Grier, Staff writer / November 28, 2012
Source: http://www.csmonitor.com/USA/Politics/2012/1128/Obamacare-countdown-What-is-slated-to-happen-over-next-year

The health-care reform law, aka Obamacare, is
poised to enter a crucial 12 months that includes setting
up state exchanges, levying taxes on the wealthy, and
preparing for the individual mandate.
Washington
Obamacare lives. That may be one of the most
sweeping consequences of the 2012 presidential
election. By winning a second term, President Obama
has essentially ended Republican hopes of rolling back
his signature Affordable Care Act before it takes full
effect. Even adamant opponents of the health-care
reform law in the GOP-controlled House recognize that
it's pointless to continue pushing repeal legislation, at
least for now.
"Obamacare is the law of the land," said House
Speaker John Boehner (R) of Ohio on Nov. 8.
With its immediate future secure, the health-care
law now enters a crucial 12 months. Federal and state
officials must race to prepare for Jan. 1, 2014, which is
opening day for some of the Affordable Care Act's most
far-reaching provisions. As Health and Human Services
Secretary Kathleen Sebelius noted in congressional
testimony this past spring, "2013 will be a critical year
for building the infrastructure and business operations"
needed to expand health insurance coverage to millions
of low-income Americans.
It's possible that some aspects of Obamacare (as
many people, including the president, now call it) could
be scaled back in budget negotiations intended to avert
the "fiscal cliff" crisis. But here's a primer on top
upcoming milestones as the law currently stands.
State insurance stores. By 2014, each state (and
the District of Columbia) is supposed to have a health
insurance exchange up and running. Basically, these will
be health insurance stores – markets intended to provide

a more organized and competitive way for people to buy
a product that's often complicated and confusing.
Those eligible to shop at the exchanges will
include people whose employers don't offer affordable
health coverage, and others who need to buy insurance
on their own for some reason (such as, they're
self-employed, or they're retired and not yet eligible for
Medicare).
States are supposed to tell Washington by Dec.
14 whether they'll run their own exchanges, partner with
the federal government, or not get involved, in which
case Uncle Sam will set up and run insurance stores for
them.
Whoever controls them, there's a lot of work to
get ready for October 2013. That's when exchanges are
supposed to open their (presumably online) doors and
allow potential customers to check out their products
and begin the selection process. Between now and then,
exchange officials will have to sort and certify offerings
from insurance providers, while building the
information systems and electronic customer interfaces
they'll need to conduct business.
Coverage purchased through exchanges is slated
to take effect at the beginning of 2014.
Tax hikes. Whatever the outcome of current
budget negotiations, taxes on the wealthy are certain to
rise in at least one area. To help pay for the Affordable
Care Act's expansion of coverage, the tax on wages for
Medicare Part A (hospital insurance) will rise by just
under 1 percent for individuals who make more than
$200,000 and for married couples who earn more than
$250,000.
The increase will put this payroll tax at 2.35
percent for folks in those income levels. It's scheduled to
take effect on Jan. 1, 2013.
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The Affordable Care Act also mandates a new
2.3 percent tax on "medical devices," set to begin on the
same date. The Internal Revenue Service hasn't yet
issued final regulations setting the boundaries for what
this levy will hit, however. Among the issues here is
whether things often sold to consumers as well as
health-care professionals, such as latex gloves, will be
subject to the new tax.
Insurance mandate. The US government doesn't
require you to have health insurance – yet. But that day
is coming. That day is Jan. 1, 2014, to be precise, when
the Affordable Care Act's individual mandate takes
effect.
Starting then, adults who don't have health
coverage will have to pay a fine (or tax, as the US
Supreme Court ruled) of $95 per year, or as much as 1
percent of income – whichever is greater. This is
scheduled to rise year by year, topping out in 2016 at
$695 per adult or 2.5 percent of income.
For families, the fine goes from a maximum of
$285 or 1 percent of household income to $2,085 or 2.5
percent of income, over the same period.

The fine can be waived for a limited number of
reasons, including financial hardship. And it goes hand
in hand with government subsidies intended to help
make coverage affordable.
For instance, Obamacare calls for an expansion
of Medicaid, the big federal-state health insurance
program for poor and disadvantaged people. The
Affordable Care Act provides a big influx of federal
dollars to try to cajole states to expand Medicaid so that
it includes everybody who makes less than 133 percent
of the poverty level.
The US Supreme Court has said states don't
have to participate in this, though, and some Republican
governors have said they'll decline the expansion.
For Americans who earn a bit more,
Obama-care also has provisions. Uncle Sam will provide
subsidies on a sliding scale for people making up to 400
percent of the poverty level.

Left To Their Own Devices
Source: http://www.frc.org/washingtonupdate/left-to-their-own-devices
Hill leaders are taking a break from the "war on
women" to focus on the battle over bedpans. Back in
2010, Sen. Max Baucus (D-Mont.) had a clever little
idea for offsetting some of ObamaCare's massive costs:
a medical device tax. He managed to slip it into the final
bill two years ago, and the headache for manufacturers
is just beginning to kick in. If Congress doesn't act, most
medical devices will be slapped with a 2.3% excise tax,
ultimately siphoning some $28 billion away from the
industry in 10 years.
Democrats think the hike is more than
manageable. Industry experts couldn't disagree more.
"...[T]he tax is levied on total sales, not profits. If a
business sells $100 million worth of products and a $4
million profit, the $2.3 million it would owe would
erode more than half its earnings--excluding federal and
state corporate taxes." Initially, Democrats fought to
include things like tongue depressors and hearing aids.
The idea created such an uproar that liberals agreed to
target only Class II devices, which still includes plenty
of basic necessities--like, pacemakers, ventilators,
wheelchairs, needles, bedpans, and much more. The tax
also is likely to include breast pumps, so the liberals'
war on women continues even here!
According to the industry, the taxes would add
such a financial burden that some companies are

considering closing their U.S. plants and moving
business overseas. Others are bracing to let thousands of
employees go. At Stryker, an artificial hip and knee
company, executives have already announced that they'll
have to cut at least 5% of their global workforce to
accommodate the tax. And they aren't the only ones. A
new study, commissioned by AdvaMed, warns that the
tax could cost 40,000 jobs (a whopping 10% of the
400,000-person industry). The companies that do stick it
out in the U.S. will almost certainly have to pass some
of the cost on to patients. Unfortunately, the drain on
profits would still take a big bite out of their ability to
research and develop new products.
For now, any hopes of repealing the tax are in
the House's hands. This week, members will debate a
bill called Protect Medical Innovation Act, which would
roll back the device tax and bring back some stability to
the industry. Regardless of what happens, this is just one
tax of dozens in ObamaCare that, which, left in place,
will cripple small businesses, the job market, and
individual freedom. In the end, it's further evidence that
the only real cure for America is repealing the health
care law altogether.
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HHS: When It Reigns, It Poors
Source: http://www.frc.org/washingtonupdate/hhs-when-it-reigns-it-poors
Last Friday, the Obama administration proved
that it's more than capable of cutting funds--in
retaliation. As payback for Texas severing ties with
Planned Parenthood, HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius
promised to take out her anger on the state's low-income
women. Starting this May, the government will phase
out more than $30 million in health coverage for the
most underprivileged people in the state--all because
Texas wanted its citizens to have the benefit of unbiased
care. The Obama administration decided to kill the
funding for cancer, STD, and breast screenings because
Gov. Rick Perry (R) dared to look beyond Planned
Parenthood to providers who aren't under congressional
investigation.
Now, Gov. Perry is left to scrounge through his
budget to fill the 90% program void created by the
administration's ideological blackmail. I was in a
meeting with the Governor this weekend where he said
he wouldn't allow the poor of Texas to be held hostage
by HHS. Earlier, he vowed to fund the program: "We'll
find the money," Gov. Perry said.
But under federal law, he shouldn't have to.
Washington has always left it up to state leaders to
decide who is and isn't eligible for Medicaid funding. In
this case, there are more than 4,000 providers in Texas
who are ready to step in and provide the abortion-neutral
services women need. "Why would the Obama
administration take away access to hearth care for
low-income Texas women? Because this administration
puts funding for abortion providers... ahead of funding
for women's cancer screenings and other preventative
health care... To me, this reflects a twisted set of values,
not to mention a continued disregard for the basic
concept of states' rights," Gov. Perry wrote in an op-ed.
"If this debate were really about health care, the Obama
administration would allow the Texas Women's Health
Program to continue."
Unfortunately, this kind of ideological blackmail is becoming standard practice in this White House.
We are witnessing this "conform or else" mentality
across the President's health care policy– whether it's in
the contraception mandate or meddling in state
programs. Texas, meanwhile, says it will find a way to
keep the Women's Health Program operating until either
Washington resolves the issue or the courts do. At least
three lawsuits are already working their way through the
system, challenging the President's right to hold the
funding ransom until leaders abide by his criteria.
Until they iron out those fundamental questions,
Gov. Perry has an even stronger case for booting

Planned Parenthood from its network now that it's been
accused of 87,075 cases of Medicaid fraud in Texas.
Abby Johnson, the former Planned Parenthood clinic
manager-turned-pro-life activist, is teaming up with
Alliance Defense Fund to expose the group's multi- million dollar scam, in which it allegedly billed the federal
government for thousands of services it never provided.
Extortion seems to be a recurring theme for the
organization, which has faced similar charges in
California, New York, and Washington.
Still, President Obama is sticking by the
abortion giant. This is a man who threatened to shut
down the entire government if a penny of federal
funding was cut from the group. Now he's willing to risk
the health of 130,000 low-income women until Planned
Parenthood gets its share. So when liberals say there is a
"war on women," they're right. It's being waged by
President Obama.
House Has Its Phil of IPAB
If it isn't wise to talk to strangers, why are we
letting them make our health care decisions? One of the
most frightening aspects of the 2,000-page ObamaCare
law is the invention of the Independent Payment
Advisory Board (IPAB), a group of 15 unelected
bureaucrats who will have the power to limit which
specialists you see, what treatments are available, and in
some cases, whether you're eligible for care at all.
Republicans have called it a "rationing board"--and even
Democrats are starting to agree. Like FRC, they dislike
the idea of IPAB sitting at the controls in Washington
making health decisions for Americans.
And with the help of Rep. Phil Roe's (R-Tenn.)
bill, they're doing something about it. Backed by a
whopping 234 co-sponsors (20 of them Democrats), the
House is moving forward with a measure to completely
abolish IPAB. "The [Democrats'] turn is remarkable,"
the Wall Street Journal explains, "because the IPAB
really does embody ObamaCare's innermost values and
beliefs--that health decisions are too important to leave
to the people receiving the care (patients), the people
providing the care (doctors and hospitals), the people
paying for the care (taxpayers), or even the people who
got the government involved in the first place
(politicians)."
FRC was one of the first groups to sound the
alarm on the rationing committee, and with IPAB
scheduled to get underway next year, the urgency to stop
it has never been stronger.
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Obama Health Care Poll: 49% Against, 43% For;
American People Against Obama Health Care Plan
By Ignatius Reilly
Source: http://www.rightpundits.com/?p=4583
President Obama has accused the Republican
party of manufacturing the public resistance displayed at
the recent health care town halls. According to liberals,
the American people are for national health care. There
is supposedly a silent majority not reflected in the town
halls that is actually in favor of Obama’s Socialist
agenda. However, a new poll Gallup seems to say
otherwise. The American people oppose Obama’s health
care plan by a pretty substantial margin.
According to the new Gallup poll, forty-three
percent of people say they approve of how the
President’s handling health care. 49 percent are
opposed.
Basically, there has been no real public support
for Obama’s health care plan despite the town halls and
television specials dedicated to “educating the American
people.” Obama, the master of media manipulation,

probably thought he could use his power of persuasion
to create a ground swell of support for his plan.
However, so far, no real public support as
materialized. Liberals probably believe this is due to
“lies” being spread by conservatives. The truth is, we
live in a conservative nation. Democrats only took over
due to extraordinary circumstances. Now, the people are
starting to turn around.
The new Gallup poll was conducted August 6-9,
after the Congressional summer recess began. One
thousand and ten people were questioned by telephone
for the Gallup poll.
President Obama, the people are against you.
Will you still try to cram this Socialist plan down
America’s throat against its will? Or will you respect the
will of the people?

Why Nullify ObamaCare?
By R. Josiah Magnuson
On March 21, 2010, an act was passed by the
United States Congress that violated the deepest
sensibilities of the American people. This act rejected
two centuries of understanding regarding the limits of
our country's Constitution upon Federal control. For the
first time in American history, an act was authorized to
compel every U.S. citizen to participate in a
government-managed economic construct, through the
purchase of insurance. That act was the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA).
The PPACA quickly was labeled "Obamacare" by those
who saw it as ironic that a government that could not
even produce a national budget would believe that it
could successfully overhaul the most advanced medical
system on Earth. Many efforts have been taken to end
the threat that this unconstitutional act poses to our
freedoms and our safety. None so far has been
successful. However, there is one option left. It is an
option advocated by our Founders, which has been
effectively utilized repeatedly throughout America's
history. That option is nullification. Obamacare must
be nullified by South Carolina.
First, what is nullification? Nullification is the
process by which an individual state may declare a
Federal act unconstitutional, unlawful, void, and of no
force within the boundaries of that state. This principle

builds upon the truth that the states created the Federal
government, not the other way around. According to the
Tenth Amendment, the states respectively retain all
rights they have not given up in the Constitution. The
Constitution contains no provision as to how it was to be
properly interpreted. Thus, the right to be the final
arbiter of constitutionality falls to the states respectively
(individually). Allowing the Federal government - e.g.
the U.S. Supreme Court - to declare what is and is not
constitutional is to make them the measure of their own
power. It would be like letting a serial killer decide how
many more people he had a right to murder. States have
a duty to nullify unconstitutional Federal actions.
Second, what is the history of nullification?
Nullification has been used throughout the history of the
United States to fight oppression. Thomas Jefferson and
James Madison first articulated the doctrine of
nullification in their Kentucky and Virginia Resolutions
of 1798. These resolutions declared void the Alien and
Sedition Acts, which attacked freedom of speech,
freedom of the press, and trial by jury. Nullification
was later used by South Carolina against the
discriminatory Federal tariff of 1832. Still later, it was
utilized by a number of northern states, including
Wisconsin, against the Fugitive Slave Act of 1850. In
the twentieth century, nullification was harnessed to
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protect state citizens from threats such as internment
camps, forced conscription, and Federal incursion on
private property. Between 2006 and 2009, 17 states,
including South Carolina, nullified the REAL-ID Act of
2005. And as recently as December 2012, the Michigan
House of Representatives unanimously passed
legislation to nullify the NDAA, a sinister Federal act
providing for the indefinite detention without trial of
U.S. citizens accused of terrorist affiliation.
Nullification is an integral part of the American
heritage.
Third, how important is it that South Carolina
nullify Obamacare? Unless stopped, Obamacare places
a crushing mandate on every U.S. citizen in regards to
insurance and medical care. But it doesn't stop there.
Obamacare states there will be Federal "home
visitations" of families to enforce government
educational and disciplinary standards. It sets up a
bureaucratic, policy-driven decision-making process on
the access to - or denial of - care for the ailing. It
provides for mandated care for those the government
deems "behaviorally ill" - code words historically used
to detain government dissidents. It even centralizes
sensitive personal information by way of a national
medical database and Federal ID card. Nullifying
Obamacare is our last shot at stopping this dangerous,
tyrannical overreach of Federal power.
Few realize that our country is literally at the
cusp of putting into force acts in regards to the medical
system that parallel those of Adolf Hitler and the Nazi
Party. We should remember that no one saw the
Holocaust coming when the Nazis began their programs.
If Obamacare is not nullified in enough states across the
U.S., it would set the stage not only for financial
collapse, but coupled with the NDAA, the gun control
movement, and other recent Federal acts, potentially for
genocide.
The biggest difference between our country's
status and that of Germany in the time immediately
preceding Adolf Hitler is that Hitler did not come close

to possessing the technology the Federal government
now holds. Unfortunately, the best weapon the enemies
of freedom have had throughout history, regardless of
their level of technology, has been the apathy of those
who were being slowly subjugated.
Obamacare is a definitive blow to the Founders'
vision for America. Not only does it directly attack our
freedoms and our families' safety, it places a system into
force that could effectively eliminate all opportunity our
country may have to regain these rights given to us by
our Creator. If Obamacare were to be fully implemented
in 2014, it is doubtful we would ever again be able to
overcome the statist cultural structure that it would set
up. Obamacare will be an overarching government
leviathan with which cooperation will be truly
imperative if any individual is to be provided with basic
health care. People will be utterly dependent on the
Federal bureaucracy. We should realize that control of
health is control of life - and it is power of death. It's
not just about the medical system. It's about the way life
and death decisions are made about human beings, about
how families will be raised and educated for generations
to come, and about how the American people will
fundamentally relate to those who govern them.
It is imperative that each of us be committed
now in the effort to nullify Obamacare. Right now, not
only is the Constitution at stake, but our entire future as
the United States of America. South Carolina CAN
exercise our lawful, constitutional right to nullify the
insane Affordable Care Act. We CAN come alongside
standard-bearers like Bill Chumley, Lee Bright, Tom
Davis, and others to seize the chance we have been
given. We CAN look to God with hope and faith and
take the steps necessary to preserve our families, our
state and our country. The question is, will we?
Distributed by: Americans for Constitutional Government
R. Josiah Magnuson, Director - 864-420-7933 pilgrimjos@gmail.com
Meetings held 10am to noon the fourth Monday of each month at
Symmes Library
www.acgaction.webs.com

WHO Unveils Plan to Promote Universalisation of Health System
Health experts and policy makers to push for a UN resolution on universal health coverage
By: Vidya Krishnan
Source: http://www.livemint.com/Politics/3ughAGkIWVE45wJp08hFdJ/WHO-unveils-plan-to-promote-universalisation-of-health-syste.html

Beijing: Health experts and policy makers will urge a
UN resolution on universal health coverage (UHC),
making transformation of health systems a global
political goal in the post-2015 development agenda,

Judith Rodin, president of the Rockefeller Foundation,
said on Thursday.
“We need political solutions as much as we
need health solutions to reach our development goals,”
Rodin said at the second global symposium on health
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systems research in Beijing. “We need political
solutions as much as we need health solutions to reach
our development goals. There is a global movement
towards UHC and it is gathering momentum.”
UHC is aimed at providing health care and
financial risk protection to all citizens. On Thursday, the
World Health Organization (WHO) launched a strategy
to promote universalisation of health policy and systems
research in global academic and political movements
towards UHC.
Indian delegate Sujatha Rao, while launching
the WHO strategy, called for a greater recognition of the
need for an integrated approach in health systems
policy, especially after the 2015 deadline for achieving
the so-called Millennium Development Goals (MDG).
The MDG includes health goals such as reducing child
mortality rates, improving maternal health, combating
HIV/AIDS and other diseases.
“There has been shift of focus from vertical
programmes to an integrated approach to establish
comprehensive health systems. We need to embed
research into decision making,” Rao said. “In India, we
have many government-run programs which are being
scaled up without any evidence suggesting that it
requires to be scaled up. It is crucial for policy makers
and researchers to work as allies in the post MDG-era.”
Over the next three days, the symposium will be
the platform for low and middle income countries
(LMIC) currently experimenting with UHC-related
policy changes to learn from experiences, said Chen
Zhu, the Chinese health minster.
The conference is key for the BRICS
countries--Brazil, Russia, China, India, and South
Africa—which are currently at different stages of
implementation of UHC policies, especially with regard
to the impact of policy changes on free markets, said
Kiril Danishevskiy, from the higher school of economics
in Russia.

“In free markets, doctors become businessmen,
taking control of the health system and making it hard to
reform. This happened in Russia after the collapse of the
Soviet Union and the government lost control of health
care system,” he said.
“Russia was the first country in the world to
offer free care for all in 1918, and it worked well until
1965..,” he said. “Since money was diverted to defence,
doctors were impoverished. The economic hardship of
the 1990s further worsened the health indicators of our
country. This happens with social equity and
development is not a political priority.”
Experts are pushing for realignment of
economic and social goals, which consider health as an
opportunity for development.
“Society should regulate the market and it
should not be regulated by it. Given the rising costs in
private sector, we rearranged our health system using
process similar to the banking sector. This helped us
understand what services charges can be applied to
consumers while delivering healthcare. The netx step is
the improve focus on preventive care with legislative
reforms”, said Precious Matsoso, South Africa’s director
general of health.
South Africa spends 8.3% of gross domestic
product on health, compared with the 1.85% of GDP
that India allocated to health in the 12th five year plan
(2007-12).
India is paying the price for not investing in
primary health care centres, said Srinath Reddy,
president of the Public Health Foundation of India.
“We have the largest number of underweight
children in the world and our infant and maternal
mortality rates continue to be unacceptably high. While
overall envelope of public expenditures is high (around
33%), the amount allocated by the central government to
health is low,” Reddy said.
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